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HALF MILLION VALUE GOOD INCREASE
OF THE FREIGHT HERE IN THE CLEARINGS
Shown By The Banks For The

STORED th .SOUTH I
YARDS OF I. C.

STEEL TRUST FALLS
IN"TO LINE AND WILL
INCREASE ALL WAGES

New York. Nov. .24.— The
Meet trust has fallen into line
and next year it40,000 employes;
will receive a total increeme iii
waive of $10,000,000.
Judge
Three Hundred Cars Stopped
Cary, chairman of the heard a
directors. made the a(((IOU
In Transit South On Ac
ment. Common labor at the
nuninfacturing
plants get a
count Of Water.
roar of ten cents. • day begindog Janwar I. Men in other
positions will receive ralece In
Too
.
• proportion.
DEPR MATH /NS .1
LIABLE

2-0

deesetedelelleeeeleleeelleseleeel•delereitedidelle
Two Hpecial Detectives Armed and
telaArd171110141.Valuable
r"-eKtit

TWO MEN ARE UNDER ARREST.

A

Ttiree hundred box cars loaded
with $54310,000 worth of merchenditte
are side tracked In Paducah south
yards unable to be moyed south because of the washouts and vast extant* of water mouth of Paducah on
the Illinois Central. Because of the
responsibility of t,he railroad cornPug twos extra watchmen have been
employed to petrol the Yards. and ev ery precaution to prevent looting has
been taken. It was only last night
that special agents of the railroad
caught two men loiteriqg about the
coat ehute and arrested them. Thee
were fined in pollee court. Besides
the mere fact that loiterers are Promiscuous, toole todieating that robbery of box ears was Intended bare
been found on the trails of escaping loungers.
The men's names are George RandelPh and Dave Daniels.
"Today the Mimes Central put on
two extra special 'menet for Paducah
Yards." said J. D. King. special agent
for the Louisville division of the I.
C. "We are taking great awe that
no looting is done in the railroad
yards. It is • necessary preceutloa
and is being taken ettorywhere on the
iyetem where traffic Is tied tip and
freight has accumulated."
The Rpeclat Agent..
William Smith, of 722 South Eleventh street, and Henry Douglas, of
2417 Broadway. are the new special
agents employed temporarily by the
I. C. road to protect the extra accumulation of freight in the yards.
The property they are guarding ineludes about
$1044.0eo worth of
whisky.
JERSEY CAMP ACTIVE.
— --Preparing Reception and Arranging
for Fund's,
Jersey camp, Woodmen of the
World, Is preparing a reception for
Thanksgiving, which will be 'one of
The most elaborate ever given by the
camp. There will be a program and
other features. The first Thursday in
December the camp will hold its
election itid a great deal of interest
Is taken in it. At this meeting a committee will also be selected to aos
range for the state meeting next
Care for the state meeting next year.
year. It will require about $1.500 to
care for the visitors during the state
camp, and entertainments will be
given to mete funds to meet this expense.
Carom) Moral Pervert.
New York, Nov 24.-- After hearing all the evidence and arguments
in the case of Enrico Caruso. the
grand opera tenor. today. Magistrate
Baker found him guilty of annoying
Mrs. Hannah Graham, and fined him
$10. District Police Commissioner
Mathot in blot argument against Caruso, declared that Caruso was a
moral pervert, who should be kept
out of decent society.
Higgins Has (Moe Eyrie
Paris, Nov. 24.— Mystery surrounding the reported engagement ol
Emma (Wye. the noted singer, apparently Is cleared up today when it
le reported Eugene Higgins, of Ohio.
reputed to be worth $25.000,000. will
marry Calve. Higgins Is fifty, end
has; keen eyesight.
Trolley Collision Fatal.
Detroit, Nov, 24.—A well filled
sineet car was telescoped by a heavy
laden trolley freight ear twelve miles
from here tiles morning. Miss Harriet Harger, a prominent society Woman, of Pontiac, was killed instantly.
Nine passengers were more or lest lejtv red

•4
k

Jodie Gray Arbitrator.
Washington, Nov. 24 —Judge Gray
Delaware, tamed as chairman of the
anthracite coal strike commission.
was selected as umpire on the board
of arbitration to settle differences betwee...Ike Rolitheen Railway and Its
tkiickIttists.

MEMBERSHIP OF
THE WOMAN'S CLUB

Week Ending Today,

Principal Lois to City'By Rain% Was
Thne and Trade of Retail
Merchants.

BAI'TLING NELSON'S
MANAtibli"
HEST
"
ON SIKRIOIS t'H
Cincinnati, Nov. 24.—Billy
Natan..tnanager of Ratiling
wn
o, the InotilLet, was arreiole41
tier,- today on warrant% secured
by 'rex Rickard, pr
gee of the
Nieliam-Gaits fight at (Midfield.
charging einhezzlenwlit of $6,ooto.
(nett PERS RE,ELECTEI).
\uv,
fleistiper. wan re-elected pre,ident et the American Fisleratkai
of Labor by the delegate% 10 I kV

10 CENTS PER WEEK

POISON IN FUMES 1GOVERNOR CUMMINS
OF BURNING COAL AND IOWA DELEGATES
Causes Instant Heath of Fire-1

Entertained By City, Represented By
Mayor And Commercial Club.

Man Iii Chicago.

Estimate That Valley real C
pasty
Hiss 11.10,4
il I
Fumes
Are Fatal.

l'fill11111i44111taIay

OUTDOOR

WORK

Bank clearing's .. ...$719.03t
halite wick last year._ 0-12.757
Increase

SHOOTS

SUSPENDED

$70,274

Despite three days' rain In the first
half of the week, with the consequent demoralizatiou of railroad
traffic, the practical suspension of
out-door operations, and a sharp
falling off in the retail trade, the
bank clearings this week show a
good increase over the sante week
last. year.

The principal loss In the city front
the contented rains, was time. All
building operations were brought to
a standstill, retail trade was dull.
and the wholesale houses were handicapped by the suspension or incomplete operation of railroad achedOfferers. and Committee,. eirke.tetil and
lees. In the last three days Of the
Ili-rite& Night. Aioigned for
seek, the stores report good busiWinter.
ness with holleay shopping_ well ander way. The ratIroade are recovercongested
passenger and
ing and
NEST SENSION AT THE PALMER. freight business is being rushed
ahead.

AS0411144( Promoters of Its Complete Success

STOLE CRATE

The Woman's club met yesterday
afternoon at the Painter House. .Ree
porta (roe the committee on nomination and committee on constitution
and by-laws oecupled most of the sesTHIEV OPERATES IN THE
sion. it wee an interested and en- NERVY
OF IIARKET.
VICINITY
thnsiastie meeting and :'si new Members were added, making a total of
66 members. The work outlined
include
will
Yesterday afternoon
Takeo. $te Pullets From Wagon of I,.
civic, educational, philanthropic. art.
T, Clark—No Trace Has
Mentor!, musk, with a finaece corn
Bees Found.
Mite* and hear constant**. Net ell
the chairmen of these departments
have been selected yet, but women
especially- Interested In each (eater*
A crate of six chickens was lifted
wel be placed at the head and they
from the bed of a huckster's wagon
will have a committee to aid them.
this morning In broad daylight not
Perhaps, more Interest has been TI13.1half a square from the market, and
treated by the club along the lines
no trace of the stolen property has
of educational and civic work than
been. found.
any other. In fact, the club intends
L. T. Clark, of the north side, is
to do some strong work along the
the owner of the missing pullets. He
educational line edPeciallY. being
keenly alive to this need throughout had an even dozen teen he left the
Kentucky, and bare placed one of market. He drove towards First
Its strongest women at the head of street on Kentucky avenue. When he
this department. The civic work has, got to the levee and looked back he
&leo, a splendid chairman especially saw that the fatal "23" sign had
Interested In the need of Paducah. been hung on his wagon. One crate
The committee on nominations sub- containing half a dozen fowls was
mitted, the following names for offi- mining
Clark drove back, reported the
cers, the president, Mrs. James A.
Rudy, having been elected at the for- loss to the pollee, but no chickens
mer meeting:
were recovered.
First Vic. President—Mrs. Witco. Burnett.
Second Vice Preeldent—Mrs. J. C.
Flournoy.
:Recording Secretary--,Mrs. Robert Phillips.
Corresponding Secretary—Mrs. A.
POLIt'le (FT OUT OP JUDGE
It. Meyers.
T OFF WE.
Nes' l'it I
(
Treasurer—Mrs. Ethridge Painier
These were unanimously elected.
The report of the committee onconstitution and by-laws was adopted. Must Keep Headquarter. in Our
This committee is composed of Mrs
RoOtti in Front Part of City
John G. Miller, Mrs. Museoe Burnett
Hall Hereafter.
and Mrs. Edmund M. Post.
The club will meet every first and
third Thursday. Th_e_next meeting
on the first Thursday in December
Today Is moving day at the city
will be held at the Palmer House. hall and the police department is
after which a permanent plaee Will he Once again at the front—not that it
selected.
eeriest to be there, 'however.
Police Judge D. A. Cross, true to
The club now inelteles:
Mrs. Jas. Rudy. Mrs. John Miller, his announcement of two weeks ago,
room.
Mrs. George C. Wallace, Mete Ar- took charge of the second
mour Gardner, Mrs. Saunders Fow- which has been occupied as police
ler, 'Mrs. H. Reynolds, Mrs. George headquarters. Judge Cross kill's, two
Flournoy, Mrs. J. C. Flournoy, Mrs. birds with one stone by conatandatIng
Victor Voris, Mrs. George Thompeon, his public and private offices. For
Mrs.'Munroe Burnett, Mr?. J. R. Pur- the sake of privacy he excluded the
year, Mrs. Jake Wallerstein, Mrs. Police deportment and hereafter only
Frank Perham, Mrs. Cook Husbands, those who have business with hltn
Mrs. Febrldge Palmer, Mrs. James will be permitted within the confines
Koger. Mrs. Ed Rivers, Mks Birdie of Judge Cross' office.
The quarters of the chief of police
Nash, Mesa. Anna Webb, Miss Emily
Morrow, Miss Kathleen 'Whitfleld. In the front room are necessarily
Miss Fannie Gould, MISR Susan Mor- cramped, and among the improveton, Mies FAleabeth
Sinnott, Miss ments suggested for the incoming
Martha Fowler, 'Miss; Anne Sbeerill council is to build an addition to the
Baird. Mrs, Hubbard S. Wells, Mrs. city hall or a new city hall
Henry Rudy, Mrs. Josephine Post,
Mrs. Charles Johnson, Mrs. George
Tha faithful are not fretful.
Kolb, Mrs. James Weille, Mrs. David
--- Flournoy, Mrs. Will Gray, Mrs. C.
P. Smith, Mrs. Arch Sutherland Mrs.
M. Rieke, Mrs. David C. Wright. Mrs. Clarence Sherrill, Mr*. Luke Russell.
Robert B. Phillips, Mrs. Alonzo
Mrs. John ei(Keller. Mrs T. C, Leech.
Meyers, Mrs. Charles Kiger., Mrs.
EH Boone, Mrs. Joseph L. Friedman.
Mrs. Mildred Davey, Mrs. W. B.
Mills. Mrs. W. C. Kidd. Mrs. Robert
D. Mat-Millen, Mrs. C. H. Chamblin,
There is only one kind of a
Mrs. E. P. Gilson Mrs. Jambe Utternewspaper circulation statement
hack, Mrs. mit E. Lack Mrs, Edw.
that le worth any coneideration
Roo.. Jr., Mrs. Charles Jennings, Mrs.
and that is the daily detailed
Cheeks Adetin. Mrs. Joe Bonditrant,
statement. The sun is the only
Mrs. Roy McKinney, Mrs. John Harth
Padtwah papee printing anch a
Mrs. Richard Clements, Mrs. John P.
statement.
Campbell.
, Mrs. J. E. Raker, Mrs.
Louis Rieke, Mrs. John !remotion.,
Mre. ..10hfi X. Hendriek, Mrs. Jetties

MOVING DAY

THREE TItitiNNIFN HELD.
Valparaiso, 1.1.1. ,Not. 21.—
corotele. eleareen today retutlied
a vi edict, bolding din tra
et
responsible for the %Viaalitlie
wreck on the Halt;
• A oleo.
The 441tIlial Hat of 1144441
six,Railroad is 11141.1 4-ensured.

A HIGHER COURT
DECREES CUSTODY

ie. WAT011171t RLEEPS

Chicago, Nov. 24.—Poisoned coal
fumes coining from the fire buruigig
two 'seeks at Lehigh Valley
Coal
coml.:110's docks killed Henry Baker,
a fireman, today. lie was carrying
holes when ht. sudeenly fell among
the coal beam, near the seething fire
It Is estimated the ICuut ti the coal
1`411111/11ily will reach $1elooeseet.

Elk's Home Is The Headquarters For
Visitors Who Are Spending
Day Here
ENJOY THEIR VISIT TO PADUCAH.

X1:44ur
"IlitiAernor 4 'situ. hoots and the other one hour
earlier.
huts.. and his en tire party ere :Among
The City of Memphis arrived at
7:45 o'clock with 74 persons on
lit,'Inns( pleitAitett
tors I lun e
board. Governor C1.4144[111142 Of Iowa,
ill this city.
I tale.- beady the
staff, and state officers were on the
liege of
:4a1tillo which
arrived at 5.45
Cuternoe IAi
atten- o'clock.
tion
to
tis is ill be how ireitsetillo'reit
Death's Angel Takes Child.
Os lug to the mayor and ("sunnieranal 4044 lease •ilAtaiite41 Ole reputaii ' la: club expecting the boats to
arSubject of Suit.
ia.. at 9 u'clo. ,
Outs tour etas.. Inv.
I
nobody met the
lue4ad144111)."
City of Itellaphis, except a reporter
Goiertior Albert et, Cummins, of for The Sun
Assuming the lead, he piloted theIowa,
Little Thelma Hart, Once Atelueted.
and parts of 1641 persons ar%bola% Self; Watcher Steeple.
Die% of Typhoid Fever After
rived. this morning at 1:43 o'clock party down Broadway. A number
New York, Nov. 24.—Mrs. Edwin
Looms !line...
Cltry
onl
ofiall
ifelptispa
arli. took the car at Fourth street and
Fusiase, watched for days by her
Broadway to go to their. special
husband to prevent kW? eciamilieut -S
tra.•rantlftna la- In'the
-itarti est are train "to 1edie their band baggage,
otielde, shot herself while her hus- the
governor's staff and several state and others were led on around to the
%Urine:It JUST' tilt EN I oECREE band was asleep. She was taken to officer..
Elks House where it was understood
the hospital but cannot live. 111
The first half of the party arrived arrangements had been made to en.
health (mused the deed.
(in the City of Memphis at 7:45 and tertalu the visitors.
the City of Saltillo brought the goyWith unbounded assurance the reWhile lawyers representing item
ernor and the remainder of the party, Porter, proud of the
reputation of
parents were arguing yesterday afno hour later. Both ateonvera
.r- his state for hospitality, marched
terneon In the circuit court abut:.
rived earlier than expected. Mayor the crowd up the steps
of the handthe custody of .seven-year-old ThelYelper and a committee from the some nen hunte--anyl
the -door was
ma Hart, the child was lying union
Commercial club met the party. et locked!
scions on a bed of fever, at the home n'ILL (iltEEK 114 ,4LInWKI TI) the wharflooat and escorted them to
'rhe situation was one which canof her grandmother, 215 Kentueky
the Elks' home on North Fifth street, not be
E COUNTY Jill..
deiveribed and is too painful
avenue, and last night at S teethe):
where a short informal reception was even for
retroispectIon. As best be
the angel of death took her into his
held. Light refreshments of sand- might,
he explalued how they had
keeping. four hours after Judge
withal' and punch were served and
arrived much earlier than expected:
Reed had given_her into the melody %fight Have Stayed in a Veer, but the visitors acre invited to make how
that the plans hail b.
101ki upset
thenieelves at home.°
et her mother,Jere. Priucest Byrd
OnsifitY Judge Relented—N.,
by their earlier arrival; and Misted
Me.. Liquor tielthog•
Wart.
recce Inn anerded the "in" On the latish
plans for Oreir enterimbibed party was %holly unlimited
The child had bees
of typhoid
tainnvent during the day.
for
on
their
part,
told
expresaions
of
fever and little hope of her recovThe Iowans took everything In the
gratification
were
heard on all
ery has been entertained for a week.
greatest good humor. saying
Greek is mit of jail by *owe
that
Mrs. Haet had separated front her
they had not anticipated any attenThey
declares
Providence,
kind
act
of
will
and
the
city
be
until
in
6:30
husband, Ibsele G. Hart. a fireman
eon at all. Finally an entrance wee
onethe Illinois Central. A few weeks that be will go against the laws of o'clock when they Item. on their effected
through the side door and a
special
train
for
St.
Louis
over
the
government
no more.
ago the father came to Paducah and the
way of little later, the doors were opened
"They told me to get out. and I Illinois Central railroad by
attempted to abduct little Thelma,
Cairo. This afternoon a program of by the custodian, who had orders to
but was captured after a senaational did." was Greek's reply to a question
entertainment is being carried omit in be there at 9 o'clock.
as
to
how
to
managed
escape
a
its
Pursuit just as he was about to
When the City of Saltillo arrived
which a reception to the ladio's of the
board a train for Memphis, where he service of nearly a year in the county
with the governor of Iowa and the
party Is a feature,
$1.004.
bastile.
•"I
about
was
fined
lives.
io
erof
wa rmthep
m aayrotry,ytheirr raecepAt 11 o'clock this morning the tremn
a
and 1 might have been kept reoo
Mrs. Hart then applied for divorce
was
and
days." he continued. "I auelleme I Paducah Traction company placed at
and custody of the child, both
of
was such a good prisoner that they the disposal of the visitors. three voninilttee of the Commercial club
which were granted her eesterday.
special cars for k ride over the city. met the boat. Major Aahcraft. of
thought it useless to keep me in."
The funeral services will be held
Judge Lightfoot released Greek The cars were crowded and the hand- this city. Came down with the party.
tomorrow afternoou at 2 o'clock at
They were all taken to the Elks
because he thou ht he had punished some compliment of the traction
the residence on Kentucky avenue the prisoner
appreciated. Home, where the doors had been opsufficiently. Greek is a company was highly
changed man, and no more illicit Manager Weecker, in parson, super- encl.,, and an informal reception tot.
lowed. It was announced that the
liquor dealing will he cotiPlee with Intended the arrangements.
The Republican leaders met the Paducah Traction
his name, he says
company had
governor and party at the Elks? Home placed several cars
at the disposal of
and later on several prominent Bern- the visitors, and that
they
would
ocrats came In. The party Is accom- leave
the corner of Fifth street, and
moiled by the regimental band of the
Broadway at 11 o'clock for a' sightAV/ TIDAL W.IVF24
GEReeth Iowa militia composed of 23
IN NEW GUINEA.
seeing trip over•the city.
tiles-es. George.W. Landers A dime- Refreshments of punch and cake
it
were served in the grill room of the
CHARGED FOR THE WARRANTS
Goternor'e *are
Elks Home to the viseors. After%( tlSitT DELINQUENTe.
In Governer l'anirpri!-' party are;
Terrible Fissures
ppear in
ward the visitors scattered over the
0 t.try of state; G.
IV, B. Martin,
min Mille% 31111 1A1001 of
w ue
.; ..f Party.
city sight-sesn
Gilbertson,
state,
S.
treasurer:
H.
W.
Ela't.re
Beye,re. attorney-gem-rat-elect; John
(leek Makes Out Teo Papers for
In the gevernores party are:
Briar, the governor's private secreState and county—May con. _
Mr. Alonno Abernathy, Osage; MrGeneral W. H. Thrift, chief of
ted,:
sollidale Menai
Waif; Col. Bigelow, Col. Parker, C.01. and Mrs. Charles Aldrich, Bootie: Mr.
Victoria, B. C., Nov. 24 --Alarming earthquake shocks. In German
Peggillte. Col. Hedge and Assistant le C. Alexander, Oakland; Mr. E. E.
Adjutant-General Logan. State men- Alexander .0akland; Mr. and :Mrs. W.
New Guinea, the Bismarck archipelago. followed-by tidal waves causing
Delinquent texpeyere sae no? have atom -and representatives attal! the S. Alger, Red Oak: Mr. E. R. Bascom
much loss of life among natives, are to pay a fee of $2.65 for the making eognstiesiens for the different points Lansing; Mr. and live. E. J. C. Beeler
reported by the steamer
Miowera. out of delinquent tax warrants. This visited complete the offietaT Tint of Cedar Rapids: Coll W. B Bell, Washfrom Gm South Sea
decision was reached this morning the party. General J. B. Weaver, ington, Iowa; Bias Hell, Washington:
Tidal %%yrs swept the lowly coast after a cOnterence between the sheriff, who ran for president on the GreenMrs. Harvey Bode Washington: Mr.
back ticket several years ago, is in
devastating the country for 4es miles county clerk and county attorney..
D. C. Risher& Altoona: (eel. and Mrs.
the
party.
inward.
County Clerk Hiram Smedley was
The itinerary of the party which L. C. Ellanehard, Gekaloosa: Captain
Along the New Gittnea coast fis- under the impresetion that he must
sures were made In the mountain's charge $2.65, the same price as is has lasted two weeks Included Vicks- and Aim. J. A Brewer. Des Moines:
200 fet long and 1(00 feet deep. It charged for making out executions, burg, Andersonville, Atlanta, look- Mr. John Briar, Den Moines: Major
is impostalble to estimate the loss of for delinquent tax warrants. Other out Mountain and Shiloh, at all of S. H. M. 13eyers, Dee Moines: Mr.
life, but thought that it would reach counties have been charging but 64) which points monumente WPrP dedi- Webb Byers, Harlan; Mr. J. W. Carfar into the hundreds.
son, Woodburn. Col, Charles A. Clark
eents. Clerk Smedley makes out two cated.
At noile the military bend accom- Cedar Rapids; Mr.
warrants, one for the state and one
John F. G. Cold.
front
ii'sised
the
of
panying
perty
In
for the county, where other counties
Grundy Center: Mr. R. D. Cramer,
to
an
appreciative
et-m*111(18(e the two. His methods the Painter House
They afternoon the band Memphis, Mo.: Mr. Frank Cilia. Rivaudience
were objected to by the sheriff.
entitle: 'Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Creveley,
County Attorney Alban Flarieley de- will re-assemble at the same point
Webster City: Gov. and Mr's. A. B.
epeakIng
Paducah:1ns
and
an
by
cided that inasmuch its there is no
'some of the Members of the visiting Coalmine, Des M ol nee; Mr. Jainett I.
the
matter,
proceedings
the
In
court
MAY BE INSTALLED ON STREETS
Dean, Des Moines; Mr. and Mrs. M.
rate is excessive and the county party will take place.
(le` BR410KPORT,
Hon. C. K. Wheeler, Hon. Hal Cor- V. B. Evans Eleatnon; Mr. John G.
elerk not entitled to $2.66. This wets
acquiesced in by the clerk, but the bett and others; will be on the pro- Fernier, Cedar Rapids; Mr. J. II.
matter of consolidating has beets left gram With revenues from the vis- leepotn, Clinton; Mr. tad Mrs. R. A.
itors. The management of The Ken- Finlayeon,
hlley & Frye May Operate Plant In to the attorney general.
Grundy Center: Me. J. A.
tucky extend...41 an invitation to all
Connection With ifill—letollos. •
Fltepatrick, Nevada: Mr. I011100 Feisthe ladies in the party to attend the
cab 4'0404.14414w.
Two Grant county .farms bare ntatinee performance of Ruth Grey. tier, Morning Sun; Me. S. (1. Prink,
been sold for $110 an acre.
Governor ('ummine had a large num- Tipton; Rev.' A. 1.. Friable, Dee
her with him at lunch lit the Palmer Moines: Mr, Gilbertson, Des Moines:
Houle at noon.
Col. G. L. Godfrey, Des Moines; Mr. Brookport is Inilestrtally alive end
To the Elks for their eplendld and Mrs. John M. Grimm, Cedar Rapl
affording considerable extra work for
lhospitality? the visitors particularly ids: Mr. David A. Haggard, Aleottel
laborers, 'Mee & Frye, the flour milt
requested that their thanks be given. 'Mr. and Mrs. U. W. Harmon, lade,
operators, have suspended operations
WF.ATHER—Falr foetal/. MonThe use of the attractive .butiding pendence;
ternporarHy while they install a *OW
Mr. and Melt S. H. Harper;
day partly cloudy. The highest
and the courtesies; on every hand
Atlas Cornet engine of 14141 horse
Ottumwa:, Mr. and Mrs. John Hayes,
temperature reached yeiderday
they say has made - a lasting linprespower. It is probable also that this
Red Oak.2 Mieot Hayes, Red Oak; Mr.
eiuti In ether mettle.
was 541 and the Melee was 37.
thin will equip an electric lighting
Mahlon Heisti, Joffersoaii; Wag Head,
Early.
Arrived
Doses
plant and furnish lights 10the city.'
Expected at 9 o'clock this morn- Jefferson; Mr, aud Mr's. H. R. Hedge,
e
Jelin Holmes, of Paduesi, fleenred
ing, the Iowa utenrolon party from
the Cantrell for laying niter main.
ttIti.tentied on page four.)
Shiloh park Wired; on* boat two
for dwelt,of Ftrookpert.
Mother and Daughter Die.
Upper tkonitteik). 0 . Not
24.-Mrs. Henry Harmon, an elderi) a Id ow, was found in a dying condition
this morning. Beelde her In the bed
lay her dead daughter, aged thirty
Both acre overcome ivy fume, of re.
trent a 'Moe. No signs of life have
been reel) about the house since %Veto-44day night, when it la till 11111,01sell
Ilt•\
were overcome

ocl:hilerstsetinter
aamo

WILL BE GOOD

EARTHQUAKE

ONLY ONE FEE

ARC LAMPS

i

•

2i. 471

i;it11

ss'teitr•tist!sitss.

SEGREGATION OF !SHIP SUBSIDY IS
RACES IS UPHELD ON THE PROGRAII

DENATURED WOMEN

Day Law Sustained By The And The Administration Will
Work For It.
Court ot Appeals.

s ;

State Printing Commis's/on Cam a Important From Oommerchtl, Trade
Claim From 1104.000 Dowe
sisti Military Stesedpoint, Thinks
0, 50,000.
the President.

FORNIER POY4TittleTER IS

DE.I.D WHY THE HANNA HELL FAILED

Frankfort, Ky
Nov. 24.— The
court of &tore:ills the Berea College
of
case, involving constitutionality
the Dat act, prohibiting coeducation
of the races, ses finally disposed of
so far as the state courts are concerned, 19 the overruling of a Petition for rehearing of the *Miceli taken
front the lower court. Chief Justice
Hobson announced the action of the
court on the petition. The case will
now go to the supreme court of the
noted States for hearing and final
deternsnat ion.
-Cat DOUR• Printlag Bill.
Frankfort, KKt
Nov 24 — The
State Printing eonimission today took
action on the claim of the Globe
Printing company of Louisville, of
$24S1tHt, for the furnishing of the
department of public instruction 30,',KM, copies of tetcbers' registers and
trustees' revord books, cutting It to
about $5,30,0 In Nil for the work
dope Hoary Baron, president of the
eompany. doelined to accept this, and
the company will institute suit to recover the. full amount of its aciretnt
with the state
Former plettmuitee Dees.
Lou!svIl.e,
24
John Barret,
'stone-fly Postmaster f Lorttrritte, a
•pii known attornet and citizen, and
for a number of years a leading Republisme isoittletan, eel wide ily in
Mon.
t notte, Col., et
,
The a n nolineement of him death came through
a telegram 'I his half brother. Mason Barret, of this city
The tak.gram contained no particulars as to
the manner of his death, save that
It.. died of einpoplek). '..40 other telegram was received f rose Mont rose until last night, when another was recrii“-d 13, Mission Barret to dot effect
that the remains would le sent to
Louisville this morning.

Washington, Nov. 34.— In his recent speech at Kangas Cite Secretary
Root announced the policy of the administration for the coming winter.
The steamship subsidy bill la to be
the feature of the winter's legislation so far as the president is concerned. He will bear down on that
with Alt his weight in his message,
while thrte members of the eabluet
will support him with facts and arguments in detail. The secretary of
state makes no report. but he has
already declared himself and
has
presented the most powerful argument in behalf of steamship communication to the other MinericatecontlDents ihat lias been delivered for
many a day. T!I A Aperetary of commerce and labor will present the
case from a commercial standpoint:
the postmaster general will devote
eonsiderable space to the mall service, while the secretary of the navy
will come out strong for the naval
reserve portion of the bill, which, bt
the way, tills eight out of the four
teen pages et that measure.
This is a very important 'nee—
from a military standpoint. We lia .
no merchant marine: we have n,
sailors. The crews of nearly all our
Ilse are foreigners and misty of the
officers are
naturalized citizens.
aliens who have taken out papers in
order to comply with the law which
requires the officers of American
r,hips to be American citizens. In
case of war there is no reserve to
draw from except the naval militia
in two or three states, which is limited. The crews of our merchant
ships would be practically of -no use,
because they are not natives, and the
most of them are not citizens of the
United States.

•

Out of every TEN grown women who read these words, I
expect about SEVEN OR EIGHT are "denatured," as a result of some
female disease.
At least that is the percentage given by medical writers, as
generally found among women.
By "de-natured," I mean LACKING in some of the health
functions, that every woman should have in perfect working order.
Unsuitable for a PERFECT wife, mother, houseworker, office
worker, etc., by reason of IMPERFECT HEALTH.
Just as denatured alcohol .has been made unsuitable for one
of its normal uses, that is, as an aliment.
A de-natured woman is only a half-woman, a quarter-woman, or less. It depends how far her illness has gone.
As to the CAUSE, pages might be written explaining this and
that, as a development of modern life; but as to proper MEDICAL
have only a few words to say, which I
TREATMENT, or CURE,
think will interest you MORE than a book of learned whys and
I

wherefores.
There Is a medicine which, for 50 years, has been building up
for itself a wonderful reputation, as a curative treatment for the diseases peculiar to women.
You have heard of it—WINE OF CAR DUI--a pure extract
of harmless, VEGETABLE ingredients, with a healing, building,
'strengthening, regulating effect, on the female organs and,functions.-

The personal isfluence of-flie president will be exerted in favor of the
subsidy bill with as notch determinaWhat Pa Did.
tion as was shown In support of the
-B"ot did th' superintendent do
railway rate bill at the last session,
to ser wlen yer was caught sinokin'
and when he makes up his mind that
cigarettes?"
•
congress might .to do something :t
"Turned Mr over to th' principul"
geperally does it. This will be Genri
"W'ot d' he do!"
eral Orosvenor's "last stand." That
"Turned me over to the teacher.
grizzled veteran retires from olAn' mhe turned .me over to pa."
gressional life on the gth of March
"Wlot did ter pa de"
next, much to his own regret, as well
"Turned me over his—well, Wot
as that of multitudes of friends, and
d' yer s'pose he done"— Cleveland
he Is anxious to score a triumph at
Leader.
the end and go out with his colors
flying. He is chairman of the merA monogram in one or two letters chant marine comm:r tee, and as
in any color of ink, and two quires such 101 have charge of the bill.
of trsPer for may a dollar, a sittelal Hence his friends in congress will
for Clariatmos, at The Sun ogler
make a special effort to gratify him.
The Bessie Hill.
The religion for revenue only has
Senate hill 520, "An act to pronever acted upon righteousness ex- mote tbe national defense: to crecept to retard it.
ate a naval reserve; to establish American ocean mall lines to foreign
A monoeram In one or two letters markets, and to prqmote Commerce,"
in any color of ink, and two quires passed the 'senate under the charge
nf paper for only a dollar, a special of Dr. Gailinger on the 14th of Febfur Chrimmeg, at The Susi office.
ruary, and was referred to the house
committee on merchant marine and
TO CURE a GOLD IN Ohlt cso• fisheries, which has never reprirted
Take LAILTIVii. flkOkft) Quinine Tablet,
Druggt•ts relaad motley if it fails tir cure K W it. The reason why It was not reportGROVE'S alytatare 'eon each WIC. we.
ed was explained toware the end of
the recent session by Representative
Watson of Indiana, the Republican
"whip," who believed, with several
of his Republican
colleagues, that
there would not be time for Its consideration, and that it would - be -inexpedient to bring another bone of
contention into the house. The railway rate bill, the packinghouse regulations and other measures hal created a great deal of friction among
ST THE KENTUCKY.
the majority, and the Republican
Tonight—Mho Ruth Grey.
leaders advised against bringing in
Sunday Afternoon and
Night—
Huth Grey.
any more legislation upon which
Monday Night—Arthur Dunn,
there was Ft difference of opinion. It
-tars
is understood that Mr. Watson and "The Little Joker."
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
other Republicans of the committee
—Mr. Bird:tell, of Iowa, Mr. Wilson. and Friday Nights, with Big Thanksof Illinois, and Mr. Hinshaw. of Ne- gh ing Day Matinee—The DePewbraska—who were of the same mils] Burdett,- Stock Company.
Saturday Matinee and Night—
at the last session will not object to
a prompt report in December and an "Fantimn."

Have you tried it?
If not, read this simple letter, written by one woman out of
thousands who address us, telling, in simple language, the story of
her hard times and how she came to be cured. It is much more
interesting than a novel; and then, it is TRU E. More still, it acted
on, it Will SHOW YOU THE WAY TO BE WELL

R. F. D. 25, Gifford, III., Feb. 24, 1906.
Four years ago I had a miscarriage, and it left me in an awful shape.
I had ulceration and female trouble so
had. I suffered dreadful misery nearly
all the time, with pain in my side and
dragging down sensations, and had a
continual and annoying discharge. At
last I gave up to an operation, but it
did not help me and I seemed to suffer worse than before. I suffered for
years so much pain in my side. It was
something terrible. I could scarcely
walk. The doctor told me I would
have to have a second operation, as I was so diseased, but to this I
would not consent, and took Wine of Cardui instead. Now, I am
nearly well. I advise all sick women to
try Wine of Cardui. I know it saved me
terisee.",t
from an operation andldthink it saved
lily life.

CUT
THIS OUT
AND
MAIL
NOW

WOMAN'S RELIEF
Try a $1 Bottle Today
At Any Drug Store

Suits

This is What You
Have Been
•
Waiting For

Monday
Nov 26

We place on sale all
our Tailored Suits at
special prices. Don't,
wait: come at once.

Rudy, Phillips& Co.
Suits

suits

early consideration of the bill
in
the house, While neither of them
has announced his sentiments, it is
asserted that all of them will support the bill. They are not opposed
to it, on principle, and only objected
to it at the last session as • a matter
of expediency.
In 1502 the Hanna subsidy bill,
which also passed the senate, was
!smothered in this same committee
!because of the opposition of Mr. Minor of Wisconsin, Mr. Stevens, of
' Minnesota, Mr, Jones, of Washington, and Mr Fordney, of Michigan,
who objected to certain features of
.
—
(Continued on Eighth pegs.)

READ
THIS
FREE

OFFER

CHATTANOOGA MEDICINE CO., Chattanooga, Tenn.
Name
Street

•
tiltate,

HH 6

finished ft run- atl.hesnlarrick theatei
Chicago, is the attraction, matinee
and night, at The Kentucky next Sat
arday. "Fantana" is one of the bf::
musical attractions offered by th
:-;huberts, and that firm's name is
guaranty of the worth of the piece
It had a long run in New York. The
music Is excellent, the stage settings
and costumes elfiborate and the 06T11ed y
element predominates. us
should in a comic otiera,

spared to make it. complete in every
detail. The sale of seats for this
engagement, which takes place at
The Kentucky on Monday night, will
begin today.
DIMEW-BUILDHTTE STOCK CO.
Ladles will be admitted free Tuesday night, the opening of the four
nights' ergagement at The Kentucky.
Seats must he !secured before 5 p. m,
of that day. By request of a great
many "A Man of Mystery" will be
presented Tuesday night with all the
old favorites: William A. Grigg, Burt
Southern, Thomas B. DePew, 0. .1.
Mowbray, Virginia Duncan, Fannie
DePew, Mollie Bennett and the addition of a new member, Mr. Thorlps
M. Soillivae, the new leading man of
the company. Mr.- Sullivan conies
from Tacoma Permanent Stock company, of Tacoma, Wash, M Vade, the
oriental juggler, and the famous
Wheeler Sisters will he seen here for
the first time In their rto,pective
va vides lite tilt nts.

The large company supporting
Mr.' Dunn
Includes :etch popular
favorites as Marie Glazier. Jean
flaiebury Ann
Dale, Beagle Franklin, .Henry Leone, Harry
Burgess.
Bert Merket, Oliver Holden, Kitty
Nelson and James Christie, and in
addition a line of Broadway's most
handsome "show girls" and a chorus
of singing and dancing girls petite
and pretty enough to delignt an audience anywhere on the continent.
The gowns are the latest fashions 'of
the eostitmer's art and are speCial
creations for Mr. Dtinb'm production
of "The Little Joker." Last but by
"Fantatin.'•
no means leant the scenic production
Ftielsdell ami the er!elnal
Is wOrtby.of note. Nothing has beep cast of "Pantang," Which has jus'

i

FREE
MEDICINE

Every woman should take
a daily douche or syringe with
CARDU1 WASH (Antiseptic) as a
measure of health and cleanliness.
It is a simple, heabng, soothing, pleasant,
local home treatment. Soki by all druggists In 50
cent boxes.
11,071:-Fill avid wail this Coefrogi awl we wild
1,ad yea FREE,0 awl, Prepfsiaf,•ithersa sample of Carew'
Mirth. Address..

City

- Suits

et
•

NEW SUBSCRIBERS.
List of new subscribers; added by
the Mot Tennessee Telephone Company today:
2972—Overby, L. E., 2303 Ky.
Ave.
297I—Jones, Chas.. 1611 Clay.
906-a--Gullett, U. G. & Co., 311:
Broadway.
2968—Straub, Jake, 1014 Harrison,
2965—Davidson, G. C.. 716 S.
letns
We have in the city over 3,000 sub,
scribers or five times as many as the
Independent compasY; outside the
city and within the county we have
63 times as many subscribers as the
Independent company. Yet it will
place a telephone In your residence
at'the same rate the Independent corn
pony ,is supposed to charge, and pro
vide In addition, long distance facIli
ties 'Which will enable you to reach
fully fifty million people from your
hotn-e.
Call 300 for further Information. ,1

THE KENTUCKY

TO
Saturday.

RUTH GREY
SPECIAL

Sunday Afternoon and Night
Miss Grey will give a lecture on

PilYCHOLOGICAL MAN I Fl STATIONS
All questions answered.
Prices -Mats. 10, 20c; Night 10, 20,30c
OW^

SUBSCRICE FOR THE SUN

ti

7.
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THE PADUCAH' EVENING SI-N.
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Corbett, Anna Hayes, Gladys Co- visitors' prize; a sterling silver whist
bure, Martha Cope, Mary Terry Bur- counter., The second prize, a prett
nett. Grace Hilts: Masters Lucien' bonbon lii4/1, was taken by Mrs LinBurnett, Henry Leake, Rabb Noble uterus Orme. The delight ful I u n Kirkland, George Hughes, Edwin luncheon was attractively served In
Light foot.
•
three courses.
--ED-Brilliant Boccie Moll to
Dinater Ii, Groottelelect.
Guests.
Mr. Robert Chastaine was the host
The leading social event of the at a eta* dinner On Monday evening
reception ou
luncheon this afternoon in honer of week was the beautiful
at his home on North Eighth street,
THE CHRIllANTHEAll'el.
at the home of Mr.
Mrs. Maurice B. Nateh, Jr., of Louts- Tuesday evening
given in honor of Mr. Fred Hassinate
Van Culin,
In the Islands of Japan
she, and Mrs. Wm. Oregon Bonnie, and Mrs. Dark! Lindsay
who was married on Weeneeday to
of Louisville, who are the attractive on South Sixth street. It was given Mies Drusitla Hand. The table was
The kelku opens like a fen.
SUSSiS of Mrs.. David Lindsay Van In honor of their house-guests, Mr. effectively decorated in %tete c:trusA thousand petals set wi'h art,
and Mrs. Maurice 13. Nash. Jr., of Coos, chrysanthemums and, ferns.
Where once she had a golden hestet.'
i
The house is charming color: Louisville. who are here on their The menu was elaborate and delight',scheme of yellow and white, ehryiran- bridal tour, and Mrs. William Oregon ful. Covers were laid for: Messrs.
In Spring the cherry-petirls ehoeer
Fred Haesman, Leon Hustun, Nolan
In May wiet•aria clothes each bower, themurn being the flower. The six Bonnie, of Louisville.
The house was a charming effect in Van Culin, 0. M. Kitchen. Otwer
i tables are arranged in the reception
Gorgeous monied, Mace Roe,
green. The receptiou hall Hank, John Davis. Parker Chastaine,
hall and parlor. A delightful three- white and
Every season has Its posy.
room and coffee-room Henry Diehl. Jarmo Scott, Virgil
'course luncheon in yellow and white parlors, dining
decorated in the Ch estaloe, Ed ward Scott. Horace
',motif was served at 2 o'clock at the were artistically
The iris blues the land In June
white chosen- Shinn. Robert Chastain.., Dr. Frank
and
smilax
southern
When Suzumuchis are in tune,
I card tebles. Five Hundred will be
thentutne ferns and palms in pro- Bourne.
.
In each pondiet Intim blows,
played after the luncheon.
Filling pools with fragrant snows,
In the dining room also a yellow fusion.
Receiving with Mr. and Mrs. Van.
- at Hotel Craig.
letultre Party
' and ,white symphony, coffee wEl be
were: Mr. and
A delightful euchre party: was
November skies are dull and grey.
. served after the cards by Miss Eliza- Culla in the parlors
Jr , Mr. William given by Miss Helen Stone at the
'Tis then the Kiku holds her sway.
both Kirkland and Miss Lucia Novell. Mrs. Maurice Nash,
Perfect, golden, pink or rose,
The guests are: Mrs. William 10. Webb. Moe William Oregon Bonne Hotel Craig on Tuesday evening. The
Colin. Mr. and Parlors were attractively arranged fox
Almest every shade that growt,
Bennie, of liduisvIlle; Mrs. Maurice and Mr. Nolan Van
Mr. and Mrs. the occasion. There were seven
Thompson,
Charies
Mrs.
May be gathered in Ja.pan,iNash, Jr., of Louisville; etre, D. L.
Mrs. Ellt tables of guests. The first prize for
Flowery land of Kiku-San. Van Cults, Mrs. Victor Voris, Mrs. Maurice B. Nash, Mr. nod
—Vicks' Magazine. ',Chariot K. Wheeler. Mrs. David C. Boone, Mr. and Mrs. William Brad- ladies; was won by Miss Flossie Crane
Wright, Mrs. M. B. Nash, Mrs. Ad shaw Jr.. Miss Elizabeth Nash and and the second prize by Mrs. P. H.
Stewart. The first prize for gentle.
Announeemento
Haach.Mrs.E.G.Boone. Mrs. Lawrence Mr. Douglas Nash.
In the dining room where a de- MPS was captured by Mr. Snrith. of
The Delphic club will.• meet on Dallam, Mrs. Armour Gardner, etre
Tuesday morning at the Carnegie 11- II. S. %Veils, Mrs. A. R. Meyers, Mrs. lightfut two-course menu, which pret New York, and the second by MT.
white Patterson. The consolst ion prizes
beery; The four payehologle cities in C. W. Thompson, Mrs. Henry Rudy, lily entphaalged the green and
table was went to Miss Emma Morgan and Mr.
served,
was
the
motif,
color
McPherson;
Misses Edith
Colionetis' many-sided life from the Mrs. W. B.
center on a Fitzgerald. of Louisville
Refreshcradle to the grave, will he consid- Smith, of Hillsboro, 0.: Elizabeth artistically set. In the
vase of white ments were served after the ganie.
handsome
a
was
mirror
ThumpEmily
Morrow,
.Snsie
Nash.
erre!.
chrysanthemums and ferns, flanked
.on., Blanche Hills
One trt lock Inucheen.
by candelabra of white and green
The Philathea class of the First '
met
were
guests
the
Here
and Mrs. Maurice B. Nash enMr.
candies.
In
Card
Compliment.
Party
give
a "Geese
Baptist church will
Mr. and Mis. Frank M. Fisher en- at the door by Mr. and Mrs. James tertained with a one o'clock luncheon
Social" Tuesday evening from S to 11
o'clock at the St. Nicholas hotel. The tertained with a delightful card par- Campbell. Jr.. and were served by on Thursday at their apartments in
affair will be quite unique with for- ty last evening at their home on Jet- Mrs. Haney E. Thompson. Mrs. the Sans &mei Flats, in compliment
ferson street in honor of Mr. and Charles Blaney. Miss Letitia Powell to Mr. and Mrs. Maurice El Nast '
tune telling and other feetureit.
'Mrs. Maurice B. Nash. Jr., and Mrs. and Miss Corinne Winstead.
and Mrs. William Oregon Bone
Willlarn Oregon Bonnie of Louisville.
•i
Coffee was 'erred in a prettily Louie% ille.
Olive earup No. -2, W. 0, W., willi'The
house was charmingly decorated decorated room adjoining the drain*
The table was a pretty- M-4.i
give a reception to the W°341111e8
with palms and ferns and pink earfront
Ind yeLow chrysanthemum
white
doers
leading
the
At
room.
the city and their families .on Toes- nkt ions. An attractive two-course
•
dgy evening In celebrate-en of th.e liunclieon was tarred during the ev- dining room end into halt were Mr. The salad course, ices and take.;
•
and yellow
white
the
Wells,
phastsed
S.
lidnberd
Mrs,
aril
opening of their new club rooms onientree
Sinnott and Mr. Wallace The guests were: Mr. :old Mrs. Ni.
Elisabeth
North Fourth street.
The ladies game prize was capAt the coffee table presided rice :Neigh. Jr.. Mrs. William ()
tured by Mrs. Hai Corbett and the Weil.
Orme. assisted by Mrs. Bonnie, Mrs. David Lindsay Von'
Linneaus
Moe
Mr.
by
games
The Matinee Musical club
meet gentlemen's prise for
Miss Clara Mrs. William Bradshaw, Jr., el.
Richardson.
Charles
on Tuesday aft ernoon a, tbe•nexte J. M. Worren. the visitor's prise was
Thompson and Miss Lillie Mae Win' Letitia Powell,
Linneaus
Mrs.
Naah.
be
Mrs.
len
taken
by
club house on Broadiray. it
oead
a Liszt and Weber program . The Oi'MP won the lone hand prize in a
Entre N- oes (lub.
cut with Miss Adah Brazelton.
As the guest-list Included some len
leaders are Mrs. Edwin Rivers and
Miss Mat-jon. pale* enter( at cc.
The ruests present were: Mr. and names the rconis were crowded durMrs. Hal Corbett.
'
Mrs. M. B. Nash, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. ing the hours from S to 11, and the the Entre Nous Kalb on Tees,
D. L. Van Culln. Mr. and Mrs. J. M. many oharming costumes en evidence afternoon at her home on Broad..
Mine Claribel Rieke and Miss (NetWorten. Mr. and Mrs. Wynn Tully,
brililahey of the effect. It was a delightful affair with or.
rie Rieke have issued invitatons to a Mr. and Mrs. James rtterback, Mt. added to the
reception toilette the club members Ketone The...
Collit's
Van
Mrs.
card party for Wednesday afternoon and Mrs. Henry Thompson. Dr. and
effect in white net prize was taken by Miss Nell HI,.
handsome
a
was
at their honse on Kentucky avenue. Mrs. Victor Voris, Dr. and Mrs. S. H.
The lonahand prise went to Ni
dyer white silk.
Winstead. Mr. and Mrs., C. L. Van
delicious couc-.
lerences Terrell:
lovely
was
Jr.,
Nash.
Mrs. Maurice
The Cotillion club's Thanksgiving Meter, Judge and Mrs. W. A. Berry,
the game. T.
silk luncheon follow
white
-ef
dres
wedding
her
In
prertnen wet be given on Wedneadly iMr. and Mrs. Litineetts Ortuese Mr.
wereto. MI,
'
thee.
pooling at the Palmer House. ft!and Mee. A. R. _Meyeiii, Afti. Wil- and billEtsome
May Wins:. •
Oregon Bonnie wore Sella Hatfield,
Wilhism
Mrs,
Louisville:
of
Bonnie,
Oeegop
liam
will be a favor affair with the Thanksof white chiffon Corinne Winstead; ay Owen, e,
giving dee viriously emphasieed. Mrs. Minnie Raskin. Mrs. Lelia Lew- an exquisite creation
cloth,
encrusted Holland. Sarah Sanders'. Mary te
gold
and
The list goes on Monday at the is, Miss Adab Brazeiton, Miss Mary broadcloth
Frances W.
Brooks. Miss with point lace. Her jewels: were Frances Terrell,
Ethel
Miss
Soweil,
K.
George Rock .tore.
Manes Cobb, Ethel Brooks, S., Mae diamonds.
Elisabeth Sinnott, Miss 1.1111e
Thompson.
Winstead. Miss Corinne Winstead,
Mrs. Charles W. Thompson, a bride
Mr. George Holliday and Mr. Cleo
Miss Sadie Paxton. Miss elel: Paztote of the autumn, wore. her beautiful
• nee )tousebolder are the hosts of a Messrs. Donglas Nash, E. 3. Paxton,
Five Muumuu Chin.
weeding gown- of white messaline
Thanksgiving dance on Thursday elavie Mall, Richard Rudy, Peter
Mrs. Julia W. Keller, of West
made Princess.
Ince.
satin
and
evening at Red Men's bail. Over one Puryear, W. F. Paxton, John Flemto the Five
Mrs. M. B Naih's handsome cos- Broadway, was hostess
bandred Invitations hare been Issued. tug.
tirldalona!
few
a
and
club
Hundred
tume etas of grey silk and lace.
The !1st is at the Cleinscienteger drug
guests on Wednesday afternoon. Ti
—411--store.
•
'Mr& Boone for %lettere.
club prise was won by Mrs. Hen
Maga:Ise (15th.
Mrs. El Beene, of -South Sixth
Bradley. edre H. G. Reynolds ce
Mrs. Frank r.. &tilt was hest:es 0:
Tee repair meeting of the Cre- street, rave a pretty Five Hundred
tured the visitors' prize. A dellirit
afterThursday
on
club
scendo club for this wrek with Miss party on Friday afternoon in honor the Magazine
luncheon followed the gait.•
on North Ninth ful
'irgiaia Newell was called in. Here- of the guests of Mrs. Ingrid LindsaY noon at her home
There were five tables of gums'
occadelightful
very
a
was
It
street.
ter it will meet on the regular Van Culln, Mrs. William Oregon
Mrs. Thomas P. Ifenith, of Chicae.
ursday with 3disa Newell at her Boatee, of Louisville. and Mrs. Mau sion. The Arena was discussed be the guest of Mrs. 'blunders Fowl,.
Miss
and
Wheeler
K.
-tee
Chat
Mee
older at The lun, on Nerth Seventhlrice B Nash, Jr, of Louisville. There
was an out-of-town visttor.
Anna Webb: Mrs. Samuel T. Hubstreet,
were seven tables of guests. The
Mrs. William Bradshaw, Jr., a
bard reported the Reokinan. Mrs.
game prim was won by Mrs. Cniarles
blue (tub Wednesday.
entertain
Weddingeof Mee Sauter and Mr. Hall, Rirhard.eon and the visitors' prize_by Hal Corbett gave a resume of the camber :..
Mrs.
and
Saturday Evening Post
nnonneed.
Mrs Maurice Ne.h, Jr. Each was a
—4—
Announcemete is tinide today of haneissome hand-painted nut bowl. A Henry Overby of the Scrap Boat.
Pleasant tacos'
the
handled
Wallace
the engagement and aporoacbing mar typical Thanksgiving luncheon was Mrs. George C.
Misses Slisl stud Dorothea
Cosniopolltan. Miss Julia Scott sang
Hags of Miss Minnie Ti Souder aad served after the genie.
hausen civet tained a truniper
attractive
an
and
delightfully
very
Mr. Charles R. Hale. The marriage
Mrs. William
The guests were:
friends most pleasentlY en 1 ,i
will take piece on Thank-striving flay Oregon Bonnie, of Louisville: Mrs. COn nor-luncheon wee served after the
evening at' their home on So ,
reports.
at 4 o'clock In the afternoon at-the Maurice Nash, . Jr.. of Louisville:
Nineteenth street. Present e
guests
present
out-of-town
The
411inele Central hospital. It will be MTV. Leslie Samuels. of Bardstown:
Mee. Thomas P. Smith. of
wit-eel/Ltd sioly by the most Matinee Mrs. Maurice Joseph. of Cincinnati: were:
(Continued or. Page EWA ,
Catlett. of
Mende of the couple. Rev. W. E. Mrs. David Van Orlin. Mrs. M. B. Chicago: Mrs. George
of
Patten,
Lucy
Cave, D. D., of the First Presbyterian Nosh. Mrs. Thoneas C. Leech. Mrs. leddyville: Miss
church, will perform the ceremony.
Victor Voris, Mrs. Armour Gardner. Blackbtirg. Vs.
Mrs. Vernon Blythe win entertain
Mies *louder has lived in Padueah Mrs. Clarence Sherrill, Mrs. Frank
for phi years, coming from St. Louts `Boyd, Mrs. Richard Terrell. Mrs. I. the club on Thursday. December C.
—0—
to the Illinois Central hospital here, D. Wilcox, Mrs. Henry Hughes, Mrs.
•
Delphic Club.
and has endeared herself to a wide Charles Richardson. Mrs. Lloyd BosThe Deiphic club on Tuesday morncircle of friends in that time. Her well, Mrs. May Rieke, Mrs. H. S.
attritetive personality, gracious and Wells, Mrs, Hal Corbett, Mrs. H. G. ing at the club room in the Carnegie
sympathetic womanliness and win- Reynolds, Mrs. A. R. Meyers. Mrs. library eltsciissed "The Inquisition
ning _cordiality have made her gen John K. Hendricli. Mrs. D. G. Mur- Era ,of Spain." Mrs. Frank Parham
• rell, Mrs. W. F. Bradshaw, Mrs. Will gave a very delightful character
erally beloved.
Mr. Hall I* one of the substantial Bradshaw, Jr., Mrs. John Keller. Mrs. sketch of "Isabella of Spain." "The
citizens of Paducah, He has been S. H. %%Instead, Mrs. A. S. Dsbney, Establishment of the Inquisition" was
prominently IdentiSed with the to- Misses Elizabeth Nash. Emily Morrow graphically diecumed by Mrs. Robert
Becker Phillips. who also read very
bacco interests of the city and county
charming eTorquemaslar."
Thankeolving lteception.
for a number of years. and has the
Miss C:aribel Rieke and Miss Car
The board of lady managers of
cordial liking and confidence of all
the Homti of the Friendless wilt hold tie Rieke, who expect to leave. early
Who know hew
reception In January for Itour of Spain. are
After a southern bridal tour Mr their annual Thanksgiving
Novem- the guests of honor of the Delphic
Wednesday,
on
Home
the
at
and Mrs. Hall will be at borne at 433
Nov 26
ber 25, from 3 to 5 o'clock.
club until - their departure. They
North Fifth street.
The public Is cordially invited to will salt by the Mediterranean route
attend.
and will visit Greece and Italy also.
Five Iltindred Lurieltesm.
There are now nil little children Mrs. Wilearn OWES) Elaine, of Louisher
at
Richardson.
E.
Cearies
Mrs.
In the Home and it is probable that
them,
alteractIve home on West Broadway, the winter will bring many More ap- ville, will accompany
---ge hetientertelning with a Five Hundree plicants. Such donations as coal, provisions of all kinds, bedding, table (Willie Luncheon to Sir-c. Nash mut
elm. Bonnie.
The
linen and <fettles are needed.
ARVENTO
Mrs Henry E. Thmpson's Bridge
public has always generously responded to this annual reception of Whist luncheon on Wednesday afterthe Home of the Friendless and their noon at her home on South Sixth
needs shotiel meet with a cordial re- street was a pretty compliment to,
sponge. as well as attentlanee.
Mrs. Maurice B. Nash, Jr.. and Mrs.
Wilnam Oregon Ronnie, of Lout:iDelightful Party.
s-111e, the popular guests of Mrs.
Master Turner Powell entertained
David Lindsey Van ('nun. The five
a timber of his friendsjiast evening
tables were attractively arranged in
The
avenue.
Foust/an
on
at his home
OW
double parlors. The first
evening was enjoyably speaLatuf de- the large
ak
$he Collar
Clips
•
eandOrainted
ck,ts eivh: 2 or 2,cccii
lightful refreshiftents .• were sersbd. OHM, a handsome
ulti
CLUFtTT. esestetoy a co.
Mrs.
Those preeen't were: Mimes Hertel wag won by Mrs.. Frank Boyd.
114ter...
1.4 Wie
Hannah Maurice B. Nosh Tr . einteree the
Vt \ f i•l .aara,h

tvrarniaie

The Week In Society.

•
•

Suits

Monday

We place on sale all
our Tailored Suits at
special prices. Don't
wait; come at once.

I.

Rudy,Phillips & Co.
Kitts

TOASTED
CORN FLAKES

S

TaISTM
All

tECREEX.111CN

If you have lost your appetite and wish to regain it; if you have a good
appetite and wish to satisfy it --follow the ((aide post. It points the way to
the most delightful Breakfast'Food you ever ate. Toasted Corn Flakes possess a
flavor so delicious-so diflerent that you simply cannot resist it after the first taste.
And von can eat your fill without fear of harmful results. Corn is the most nutritious
and healthful of all cereals, and Toasted Corn Flakes are corn in the newest and
best form. A food for the sweet-tooth of youth tor everybody. 10* all grocers.
BAT'TLE CREEK TOASTED CORN FLAKE CO.
BATTLE CREEK- MICH.

RUDY,PHILLIPS & CO.

Saturday Night, Nov. 24
7:30 to 9:30.

UNKNOWN SPECIAL SALE
We
mon:rine
lerknoen now hut ail; be knoen far aid wide Sunday
hare inaugurated a sir lee of special sale for every Satturdey night - Last
Satiedar night we sold Hope Bleached Cotton at ec yard: tonight we will
hit‘t• three offerings equally as good.
We do not intend to let you knew what article or articles will he
sold on each Saturday sight until the day after sale has taken Place,
and then only to let -You know what you mbised provided you did not
attend gale or your neighbor has not already told you. Th•-ee sales will
all be a great reduction in price of article or articles that

Every Lk oman Will Want
this unknown .podal he atm 'it will, we below, creVs,
ate more interest and the bargains we expect to give you sill certainly
be worth coming to get.
We intend these sales to be 'the grandest offerings ever put forth by
us —the greatest bargains, barring nose, that You ever had the opportunity
to buy and you cannot afford to miss a single sale. The only restriction in regard to these sales will be that we take no telephone orders
and no goods will he charged at sale price-- restrictions absolutely necessary .n such bargain givers. Now be here Saturday night and see for
youreelf whether or not it will be worth your while to watch the papers
t
these sales regulaely, Judge for yourself by the offering
i igahtt.end
ri,t,iitl
:

7:30 to 9:30 only.
219-223 BROADWAY

FOR INSURANCE
That Iii.sures See

ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.

Suits

This is What You
Have Been
Waiting For

-- • ;7
- •- in`frferekik;?.

d

lire, cyclone, life, bonds, accident, liability,
health, marine, boiler, plate glass.
Campbell Building.

Both Phones:

Office 369.

Residence 726

Headache
and Eye Strains
Many cviii c IISNP ter yeate:•titfered from headaches. using
drugs of all kinds wsthritit benefit, have found permanent relief in properin adjusted glasses,
because eye strain was the cause
We remove the cause and our
cure is lasting. Satisfaction
guaranteed.

QHOULD you have the misfortune to have to buy
" anything in this line, we are closing out the entire line of the Paducah Undertaking Company at
cost. This means your bill cut half in two. Embalming and regular service rendered day or night.

S. P.P00

EYES EXAMINED FREE

STEINFELO OPTICAL CO

20A Sauth Third

Optical Headquarttra of Paducah
609 BROADWAY

MOTT'S

4trout.

riath Phomoss 110

pENNygnvAi pILLQ 7:47

ar7;
wee
irregutarity
UMISS,OnS, Imre:see vic
.
or and banish "pain:
Mt. Glerit(ile elAe5i.%%.1.
of menstruallon." They are "LIFE SAVERS" to /irks at
wen-mule-a& sliding .development of organs atrd body. lue
Veterinary Surgeon and Dentist. All
retne 17 f et %omen er Ines them. eannot do nem- fife
known
attended night and
calls promptly
beeotnes a pleasure. $1.1W) PER 110X BY itArt... morel
day. Residence Phone ;935 Old. Of.
by drutirgtxt• '111 Mtrrys c ile.MIca 1.(Xl. Cleresifia4(osi%
Transfer company. stil,D RV AINEY
Thompson
LIST AND GI CI. C. NOW PADUCAH. WE
Hoth Phones 367..

Ilt..krit.--,.

noir-sibs for The time

ADVERTISE i S THE

0

.tesecal".
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THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.

SATURDAY", NOVEMBER 24,

1Na-Pftof /Lusaka should be a lettson
the Pabucab Sun. topurities:
us In the advantage of being

pre-

AFTICIRNOON AND WEEKLY

_

BY

nit SUN PUBLISHINOCO.

11,14.0111.014 %MD
M FISHER. President.
E. J. PAXT()N, General Manager.
gt MSCRIPTION RATEns
IL/Uttered at the postodice at Paducah,
Ky., as second class matter.)
THE DAILY SUN
By carrier, per week
mail, per month, in advance
*mil, per year. In advance

9 .10
.40
4.00

THE WEEKLY SUN
'a7L by mail, postage paid
$1.00
Per
Adlgrese Tilt HUN. Paducah, Ky.
'Mee,

&Mt

Third.

Phones lig

Payne -& Young, Chicago
fork repre4ntatives.

and New

THE stTN can be found at the follow5
'4t plad
N. D. Clements & Co.
Van Culin Bros.
Palmer House.
John Wilheini'll.

1

1.
0
1.1

NATURD
- AY,

24.

CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
October-1000.

fr

17
3932
.398e
.3891
18
3935
19
.3963
4133
20
4
.3963
3933
.3986
22
4476
.3980
4490
6
4536
8
.3962
24
.3955
25
4032
9
3949
.3953
26
10
27
3912
11...e ....3959
29
3925
32. . . . 3977
30
3941
13
.3979
3929
3960
31
15
3925
16
108,495
Total
Average for October, 1906....4018
Aterage for October, 1905....3612
1

!Deices*

Japan will never strike when
we are prepared.

pared.

Don't neglect your cough:1

You were not looking for a reception, were YOU, Governor Cummins?
Well, that's the Kentucky idea. Kentucky hospitality is as free and as
easily hivoked as the air around you.
We don't ask anything in return
We just naturally open our doors to
visitors, because we weal you to have
a good time while you are ,here and
a good opinion of Kentucky when
you go-but, if you must make some
return, you might leave just a little
of that western spirit in Paducah.

Statistics show that in New York City
alone over 200 people die every week from
consumption.
.4110,1•

And most of these consumptives might
be living now if they had not neglected the
warning cough.

There is something characteristically Philadelphlati about the demonstration over tte remotes of Janas
Wilson. a signer of the declaration of
independence, 11)8 years after
he
died. Exhumation in this instance
was perfectly safe, but 108 years
from now we trust, another generation will have the charity not to dig
after corpses in the present stratum
of Pennsylvania political affairs.
Mayor Dempsey of Oincinnati said
before he had long been mayor an
attempt was made to bribe him. He
repeated his story to the grand jury,
giving names and dates; but that
body "finds that no attempt to bribe
the said mayor has been made " Evidently fifteen men could not be found
in Cincinnati, who could conceive of
niall being offered a bribe and not
acceptng it.

You know how quickly Scott
Emulsion enables you to throw off a
cough or cold.
Ali DRUGGISTS i 150, AND $1.00.

I

The ship subsidy bill as now drawa
tteerne to be perfectly square, and designed for a patriotic object; but we
believe the Mississippi valley congressmen will be perfectly justified in
seeing that the liver Improvement
appropriation is sufficiently enlarged
before the New Yorkers get through
a few millions to promote the otvan
406
trade.

Personaily appeared before me,
this Nov 1. 1906. E. J. Paxton, gene- .1 manager of The Sun. who af. that. the above statement of
. n., circulation of The Sun for the
month of Oct., 1906, is true to the
best of b* knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEAR, Notary Public.
My commisslon expires January
22. 1908.

Mississippi's new censtitution filZat
the fourth Thursday instead of the
last Thursday lb November as a day
of thanksgiving. That gives the People of that state a chance to celebrate two Thanksgivings-one for
Vardaman and the other for all the
minor blessings which they share
with the reel of the United States.

Methodist.
BROADWAY-Rev, W. T, Bolling, D. D. pastor. In the event of
Dr. Bolling not arriving before tomorrow owing to detention by the
high water, the pulpit will be filled
by the presiding elder, Rev. J. W.
Biackard, D. D.
TRIMBLE STREET-The Rev. G.
W. Banks, pastor. Usual services tomorrow, preaching by the pastor.
THIRD STREET-The .Rev. Peter
Fields, pastor. Morning subject,
"Suffering Christ."
Usual evening
services.
MECHANICSBURG-The Rev. J.
B. Perryman, pastor. Usual morning and evening serviees.
MISSIONS-The Rev. W. J. Naylor will arrive today to take charge.
The Rev, T. J. Owen will preach tomorrow night at the Tennessee atreet
mission.

GOVERNOR CUMMINS
AND IOWA DELEGATES
(Continued from Were enc.)
Des Moines; Relv. and Mrs. S. it
Allerten; Mr. F. M. Hubbell. Des
Moines: Mr. S. B. Humbert, Cedar
Falls; :Mr. W. H. C. Jaques, Ottumwa; Mr. N. E. Kendall, Aibia; MT.
and Mrs. C. W. Kepler, Mt. Vernon;
Mr. 1.otes Kepler Ms Vernon, then..
Logan. Dee Moines; Mr.and
Mrs. W. B. Martin, Des Moines; Mr.
and Mrs. Dankti Matson, Med4apolts:
Miss Matson, Mediapolls; Capt. and
Mrs. J. F. Merry,'Manchester: 'Mr. A.
J.'Miller, Oxford; Mr. Jesse e. Miller, Oxford; Mr. M. H. Mihler, Tipton; Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mitchell.
Dee Moines; 'Mr. and Mrs. H. G.
Moore, Wellman;
Bernard Murphy, Vinton; Mr. H. W. Parker, Des
Moines; Mr. H. J. Phelps, Dubuque;
Mr. John Rath, Ackley; Mr. J. W.
Reeder, Tipton; Mr. A. C. Reeder,
Tipton; Mr, Franklin Rieman, Altoona; Mr. Robert Reiniger. Charles
iltY: Mr- C. W. Reynolds, Grundy
Center: Mr. G. 8. Robinson, Des
Moines; Col, H. H. Rood. Mt. Ver11011; Mr. J. G. Hound*. Des Moines:
Mr. S. H. .Ftiounds, Cedar Falls; Ur.
E. A. Sherman, Cedar Rapids; Miss
Anna emonae. Cesfar Rapids; Mr.
and Mrs. F. P. Silencer, Randolph,
Mr. II. D. ThoMpenn Des 'Moines;
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Tompkins, Clear
Lake, Mr. J. F. Hraer. N'inton;
and Mrs. Asa Turner, Maxwell; Mr.
C. I. Watrous, Colfax: Mr. and M.
H. if. Wilson, Cedar Rapids: Ce
John A. Young, Washington; Mr. H
S. Young, Washington

Paducah is not unusually slow, but
that Iowa delegation can testify that
PreSh)leTiall.
COM- The Sun La the first thing up in PaFIRST--The Rev. W. E. Cave
ducah. A Sun reporter constituted a
committee of one to Meet the first pastor. Morning subject, "The Ministry of the Countenance," evening
boat.
OUR ii-AZAiK SIDE.
Richard Rarding Davis In an arsubject, "Hidden Values."
Milwaukee health officers are worticle in Collier's Weekly entitled
KENTUCKY AVENUE-The Rev.
"Whose Lake Is the Pacific," demon- ried because citizens are throwing all J. C Henry, pastor. Service's mornstrates %%hat risks we are taking with their sauer kraut on the city dump. ing and evening. The Rev. J. C.
our insular possessions, national Perhaps it isn't ripe enough
Henry, who arrived yesterday from
pride and solid standing, and In a
Nashville, Is the guest of Mr. ClarThe
Pullman
Car
company
declared
brief, triap recitation of farts, shows
ence Sherrial, Fountain avenue.
$26,000,4106
dividend
of
Wonder
" tbe need for IL greater navy and the if the
Pullman 'porters can beat that
fortification of Manila and Guam as
wilieroPodwell as Honoluin. He predicates bis
GRACT-The Rev. D. C. Wright,
conclusion on the alleged fact that
rector. Holy communion, 7:30 a. m.
Sunday school 9:30 a. m. Morning
-Japan is only waiting her opportunity
prayer and sermon 10:45. Evening
0o. put to the test the question of,
prayer and sermon 4:30 p. ai. Recwhether she or the United States Is to
be Mistreats of the Pacific. His rest- RECALLED RI' DECORATION OF tor's Bible class 4:30 p. se Monday.
Thanksgiving day service at 10:45 a.
wooing is not altogether convincing
PCIBLIt' LIBRARY.
m.
Op this :mint, but he discloses a weakA
$4,000,000 REMAINS.
The musical program of last SunNaas on our western shores that CapGrace
church
will
be
repeated
at
day
experts
tain Hobson and other naval
Don't Know What to Do With Retomorrow.
have been striving to beat Into the fla- Children's Risen I. Filled With In.
lel Fund,
tereetted !tediums This
ttened intellect.
German.
Afternoon.
Guam and the Philippines are now
San Francisco, Nov. 24.- With
EVANGELICAL-The Rev. WilPractically coaling stations. The writliam Bourquln, pastor Morning sere 94.000,000 on hand to be devoted to
"Coaling
staer epigramaticalfy says
Ices in the German language. Even- the refugees, it is stated that the retions and dry docks are to the manTo a crowded room ef attentive
lief committee has held several exlig services in English, subject,
of-war what food and drink are to little auditors, Miss Aline Bagby
"Follow Me." Thanksgiving services ecutive meetinge to determine what
talked for an hour this afternoon in
shall be done with this money. It Is
the army."
Thursday at 141:3u a. m.
san Francisco Is 6.100 MIIPS from the children's room at the Carnegie
claimed that the directors of the re-The
Rev.
A.
C.
11LUTHERAN
lief work find that the need for reManila. Japan is 1.7541 miles from library. Her subject was "The First ten. pastor.
'Morning services in the lief
has passed, except such cases as
Manila
Our 17 big vessels are On Thanksgiving."
The room was decorated in colo- German language. Evening services can be taken care of by the regular
the Atlantic ocean, while our menace
in
English.
Preaching
by
the
pastor.
nial style. There was not a single
charby organisations. Allan Patiolt.
le in the Pacific. where Japan has 11
thing lacking to carry out the idea.
it II said, is in favor of establishing
and we have none. Our ships Row
Christian.
On a table in the front of the
a $2,000,000 hospital with a part of
-would have to sail around Cape Horn
room, a winter scene was representMECHANICSBURG-The Rev T. the fend which Herbert B. Lew
to reach Manila.
ed, with the primitive log cabin of N. Varble. pastor.
Usual morniag would turn over to the regular charJapan could send her fleet to Me- our Pilgrim fathers,
an Indian wig- and evening services, preaching by ity organizations. As the wishes of
Guam,
subject
them,
and
ley
lilla and
wam, cedar trees, and snow. Scat- the pastor. Sunday school at 2:30 the donors of the relief funds may
siege to our scattered land force In tered In artistic profusion over the
have to be consulted, no decision has
p.m.
the Philippines and when our ships room were corn stalks, wheat bunTENTH-STREET--Snnday school as yet been" arrived at by the relief
roiled out there, their bottoms fouled dles and pumpkins.
committee.
and communion at usual hours.
With• the long voyage and their coal
A spinning wheel over a hundred
school
FIRST-Sunday
and
com- bunkers almost exhausted, the Jap- years old attracted attention. as did
SNOW IN DFISERT.
munion at usual hours.
anese fleet aemid take its time to numerous Indian relics. On the walls
tifore
we
have
whipping-them. That
of the room, were the flags of all
Fall for the First Time in Forty
Baptist,
gooney and better soldie-rs and mail- nations, and several charts showing
Team
FIRST--The Rev. Calvin Thonee
San ilernardarro, Cal.. Nov. N.-ers than Japan would avail us math.: scenes from the early daYs.
Miss Bagby, and Miss Mrlirooni son, pastor. Morning subject, "Spir- For the first time In 441 years snow
ing for a dozen years. We would be
whipped all that time and our Pa- decorated the room. The log cabin, a itual Fortune Telling:" evening sub- has fallen throughout the desert region. In the mountains near here
cific trade cut off. In a dozen years perfect representation, was made by ject, "An Unanswerable Question'
SECOND-The Rev. J. S. Pate, the ground is Covered to a depth of
janitor.
our fleets would go throne the same the
pastor. Usual morning and evening five feet. All traffic Is suspended
Jong voyage and same humiliating exservices.
Preaching by the pastor. and several mining camp@ are snowArrivals.
Hotel
perience. --We couldn't send a land
bound. Snow has fallen In low levPinckney. Detroit;
Palmer:
R.
A.
forte, because the Japanese navy
els at the foot hilla everywhere, damR. D. Colen. St. Louis: A. F. MeCal(lirietian Science.
waled destroy the transports as fast Item, Cincinnati: H. B. Heage
aging the orange crop.
and
Services Sunday at It
m., subas they arrived.
wife. Des Moines, Ia.; F. W. Cald- ject, "Ancient and Modern NecromanYOU fiON'TaNIVE TO Will:
Whatever may be Japan's belliger- well, New York; Dr. A. L. Friable, cy, or 'Mesmerism and Hypnotism." )terry
&me makes you feel betwer. Lai- Poi
ent inteittons toward us,she undoubt- Des Moines, Ia.; A. Tint, Louis- Wednesday, 7:30 p. m, Sunday keeps rout whole insides tight. Sold or the
ed intends to fight us for the oriental ville; S. H. Harper and wife, Ottum- ochool, at 9:30 a. In H-all, 427 Broad- money.bsek Wan everywhere Price t rots.
trade and she is taxing high every- wa, Ia.; T. J. Jeunard, Boston; T. way.
Relief for Itheurnatiset.
thing the white man eats to keen W. Clark, $t. Louis: S. R. Cassidy,
These damp days are hard on peoChurch Notes.
Caueasiatis tee of Japan. She fost- Louisville; Lieut. William L. Reed,
The Woman's Home Mission
so- ple afflicted with rheumatism, and
ered the Chinese boycott. She would Ettransville: J. Harris, Albany, N. Y.
close every port of the Orient to us. B. W. Walker, Chicago; W. B. Hol- ciety of the Trimble Street Methodist relief is sought in all sorts of reins*
dies.
War is expens've. Even the clan- man, Kansas City, Mo.; Edw. I. Lo- church will met Monday afternoon at
There is no doubt in the minds of
3
o'clock
with
Mrs
Adams,
E.
C.
1019
York.
well,
Nets/
ger of war is demoralizing. The best
people who have suffered with the
street.
Harrison
Hollingsworth,
St.
Belvedere:
Guy
way t4 keep the peace is to be preThe Eighth Magisterial district of dread disease and those who have
paredr or war. --htr. Davis points out Louis: R. G. Mathews. Owenton; H.
McCracken county will have a Sun- studied It closely that probably more
Bradshaw,
Savannah.
Tenn.:
H
W.
the (set that inl,order to maintain our
C. Richards, Hopicinsville; J. L.Kem- day school convention on Thanksgiv- relief can be secured from the Osteostanding in the Pacific the distance
merlIng. Isatilsytile; W. A. Cantrell, ing night. at the Woodville Metho- pathic treatment than any other.
we must travel meat be counterbalOf course, some chronic eases
Hopkinsville; J. R. Wright, Louis- dist church. An excellent program
ance by a navy comparing with the ville: Gus Strauss, Cincinnati; C. L has been arranged and a large at- won't yield to any treatment, but inJapanese navy In the ratio of four
tendance is expected. Rev. W. E. stances of cases of seven and eight
Davis, Bayou.
tei three.
BourquIn. the county president, and years' staeding yielding to three
The heavy national debt Japan
others of the county officers expect months' treatments ran be cited. If
Rev. David C. Wright, who is In
you are suffering of rheumatism,
to be present.
rs as the result of the Russian charge of the Union
Teachers' Trainshould like to detentes Your case with
War and her ;,resent small resour
ing class in the city, which will be
you, examine you and tell,roti what
compared with. those of the United
Nlarriege Licenses.
started in January, will immediately
I can do for you. With the dry hot
Notes. hold her in cheek; hut Japan, begin seeing the
Peter
Bichon,
26,
city,
to
Roberta
varloqe Sunday,
air treatment that I use with oatenhighly. centralized as she is, works schools of the city and finding oat Wylie& Henderson, Kuttawa, 21.
a- I am having very gratifying
¶L liii yearrystairtitalnyf-irer neverrnewert
from eleb-Whil
end domestic tifaira 'n harmony with can count on from each. before callThe love of wealth steals wealth
Dr. G. B. Froage, 516 Broadway
the purposes of the mikado. The ex- ing a general meeting.
Phone 14'07,
of love.
Daily Thought.
"A great man :s the one who
builds himself,"

0*

COLONIAL DAYS
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FEATURES OF SUNDAY SERVICES

•

WE BOUGHT FOR FIFTY OFT
All the Coat Suits and Cloaks of Three
Large Factories in New York Last Week
The suits are the product of the best 'tailors and the coats are the
same. We are going to start them off next week, and Monday
morning is when we begin doing it. The prices of the suits will be
shown in this ad., and not only will the new suits be sold cheap but
we are going to offer every suit in our store at the same proportion
of reduced price.

Our Cut Price Suit Sale .Starts Monday
Should you be interested in a Tailor
Made Suit start out Monday with the
intention of getting a beauty and you
will not be disappointed When you'
get to our store.
SUIT PRICES BEGINNING MONDAY
Poo Suits....,, $78.00
$85.00 Suits...... $68.00
$75.00 Suits
$55.00
$60.00 Suits__ $45.00
$50.00 Suits........
50

'
29.50
$27.50

$45.00

$40.00 Suits......

/37.50
$35.00 Suitt

$25.00

$30.00 Suits_.....$21.00
$25.00
$ 1 9.00
$22.00 Suits

We allow 10 per cent off on the
dollar during this talc on all Shirt
Waists bought.

.$ 17 50

/20.00
$is.00
$17.50

In the Coat lint we have those
pretty new tight-fitting garments, as
well as the ripple and box back. The
The past week has brought us nearly
one thousand new coats. The prices
will be very much less than regular,
beginning Monday..
Our Fur Stock is full and almost
bubbling over with good things. Sets
of Lynx, Isabella, Fox, Marten,
Beaver, Japanese Mink and Russian
Mink-all prices and an enormous
variety.
If you will be kind enough to call
up your friends and tell them about
this sale at Levy's, Monday, and in
fact all next week, we feel sure they
will be grateful to you and a good
turn has been done them on your
part,

15.00
14.00
$13.50

$15.00 Suits_ $1 2.00

We will make no extra charge for
alterations during this sale.

Monday Will Be a Bargain Day Right
1
Excellent
Our
Values
Entire
in
New Line
Fine Fur
of
Sets
Skirts
317 Broadway
A specialty
Just in
Holt A•Potter.
The place for nargains in real estate, both city property and farms.
Call and see them at 119 South
Fourth street.
Thins not right can never be religions.
Bigotry puts blinders on the best
of men.

Good Pancakes
we all enjoy. The very hest, with the real buckwheat flour, are made from

Mrs. Austin's
Buckwheat Flour
Millions of these pancakes are consumed each day.
Nothing so good. Your grocer sells the.
flour. Only 10 cents a package.

Laird,
Schober
& Co.
Makers of highest grade
womer's shoes in the
world. Ask any one that
knows shoes or that ever
tried a pair.

$5 and $6

ANNOUNCENENT
We have moved back to our did stand
in the Palmer House building ane
are now prepared to make you a
swell winter suit of clothing of the
very latest style. Drop in and get
our prices before you have your next
suit made.

1

and cheap at that..
Also in children's

$1 to $3

G. IIARMELING
SUBSCRIBE FOR ThE SUN-TEN CENTS A WEEK
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Matinee Musical Program.
The regular meeting of the matinee Musical club has been changed
from Wednesday, November 28, to
Tuesday November 27, out of consideration to the the Thanksgiving
reception at the Home of the Friendless. All the active members are urged to meet promptly at 2:30 o'clock
as there is business of Importance to
discuss. The night reception planned
by the club has been postponed until December 4.
German Composers-Lizst and Weber.
Leaders-Mrc Edwin Rivers, Mrs,
Hal Corbett. ,
Current Events-Mrs. H. S. Wells.
I. Biographical
Sketchee- Miss
Compton,
2. Vocal Solo, "Die Lorelei" (Last)
-Mrs..„Lela Lewis.
3. Plano Solo, Transcription of Shubert's "Ed l Konig" (Lisa;)- Mr.
William Reddick.
4. Violin Solo, "Invitation to the
Dance" (Weber)-Miss Eda Bergdoll.
5. "Ancient. Greek. Games, Music
and Philosophers-as They are
Related"--Mrs. Victor Voris.
6. Vocal Solo (Selected)- Mrs.
James Weille.
7. Piano Duett. "ithapsodie Hungroise" (Lizst-Mrs. Geo. B. Hart.
Miss Ada Brazelton.

The animals from which these
skins are taken would turn
over in their last resting place
if they knew howl cheap
LEVY'S are selling their last
mane covering. Furs for the
neck for 75c and up. Furs
for the hands $2.98 and up.
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Reception to Gridiron Heroes.
The girls of the senior and junior
(leases gave a delightful reception
last evening at the High school auditorium in honor of the Paducah
Exclusive Ready-to-Wear.
High School Football Team and their
guests the Hopkinsville High School
Football team. It was a largely attended affair. The High School or--Illinois Central trains from the
chestra played during the evening
south continue to be late, and this
an light refreshments were served.
morning the uyer from Memphis to
LOCIL LINES.
Loteseele, No. 104, due at 1:40, arrived at 7:30 o'clock. It was delayed Dr. Cooley and Mine Davis to Many.
by connections at leuiron.The marriage of Dr M M. Cooley,
--The most complete line of of this city to Miss /tattle Davis, of
--For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
Adams Tenn., vele take place tomor-Dr. Gilbert, Osteopath, 400 1-2 fancy stationery for Christmas to be
found In the city is at The Sun office row at the bride's home Dr. Cooley
Broadway. Phone 196.
left this afternoon for Adams.
--Humane Officer Tom Sanders is at prices from 40c up.
Milts Davis is a trained nurse who
--The
Paducah-Fulton
district
of
carrying into effect his orders rewadi here for several months at the
the
I.
C.
will
be
furnished
permanquiring drivers of hacks ,to blanket
ently with the biggest type of loco- Illinois Central hospital and made
their horses.
•
Many friends during her stay. Dr.
-Dr. J. V. Voris, dentist, 200 motives on the "Astern, this ate- Cooley is a rising young physician
meat befog made this morning by
Fraternity building.
and has made Paducah his home for
one of the division officials.
• --COI. Bob Noble reports
He is popular sothe loss
--- A single or two-letter mono- several years.
Of between 12.000 and $3.000 in gram and two quires of the best cially. They will make their home
in Padnetth.
corn on his farm in the lower end of
grade of linen paper for '11 is last
the county. The heavy rains spread
one of the many splendid offerings
water over his farm and saktnerged
Mr, Roy Webb. formerly in the
la this Due at The Sun office.
100 acres of corn.
mmokoy of the Palmer Transfer cown Owslided as ad- naliVas grefpted a position as night
-It Is now time to pt4L,10I 41iiavitri3440 has
We thOwartaN of'15. W. vier at Hetet Belvedere, and w1:1
bulbs for spring blooming. We letiOe
tonight assume his new duties.
all kinds, C. L. Bronson & Co., 520
-If you have Jost is dollar to
Dr. R. R. Winston returned this
Broadway.
tipta
.
d for Christmas for • young morning from Mayfield.
----John L. Butler, Alia.. John tady,friend. come see the two quires
Wade Brown, deputy United States
Hoover, alias John H. Kline, Is Mosogram paper The Sun sells for marshal, west to Murray this morawanted in Canincy, IlL, and other Illes; on business
the price.
linois towns for defrauding farmers
Mr. Joe Hughes, the ineurance
$1.50 books for 50e-, the most un- man, went to Calvert City this mornout of property. He secures an option to property. alleging that he in- equaled offer ever made. the Rose of ing on buelness.
tends to buy it. He negotiates loans Old St. Louis, Darrell of the Blessed
Mr. A. H. Egan, superintendent of
on the option after he secures it and Isle, The Man of the Hour, Dorothy the Louisville d4vivion of the I. C.,
In the city.
skips out.
South Her Mountatn Lover, Cape
Mr. Beverly Nall, of Jacksonville,
-The Sun office rs prepared to Cod Folks, all go at this price, while
sr1... will return home Saturday affurnish the very latest things in en- they last at R. D. Clements & Co.
ter a visit of several weeks to his
graved or printed calling cards and
-Oreer visiting cards for your parent* Col. Ion 13. Nall and Mrs.
Invitations of auy sort, and Is mak- friends for Christmas now, so as to Nall, on Hill street. Mr. Nall came to
ing special prices now.
be sure you will get them. Over 50 attend the wedding of his sister, Miss
--The submarine cable of the style; prices from $1.50 up, at The Flora Nail, to Mr. Maurice B. Nash.
Home Telephone company leading to
-Louisville Courier-Journal.
Sun office.
Owen's Island for the benefit
of
Was Willie Sayres, of Cairo. will
-Score cards for the game Five arrive tonight to visit Miss Lyda
fleets of boats, broke yesterday and
linemen are today endeavoring to Hundred for sale at Tne Sun office West of the south side.
locate the break.
at 25c.
G. M. Golsby and J. F. Waynett,
-Olive Camp. No. 2. W. 0. W.„
-When you order a rig from us of Smithlahd. were in the city today
will give the fourth of their regular you are talking to one of the pro- on business.
dance Monday. November 26, at prietors or capable ...Irks (not a
I4 Fortune to Negro Stehoole,
their )all. 120 1-2 North Fourth driver or hostler) who writes, files
Jhressvilie, WI._ Nov. 24 --Ceiedon
street:
appointed
and fills the-order at
Baseett, a wealthy saddle maker, who
-Attorney J. S. Ross has return- time. Palmer Transfer Co.
Sunday, bequeathed a portion
died
ed from Louisville after paying out
---eSece the Christmas- boxes of of his fortune to three negro Institu$12 000 Os the Western National
tions as follows: Booker T. Washingbank, of 'Hint eily, in the suit of the faney stationery at The Sun office,
ton's sehool at Muskegee Ala.; Herbank gatust the estate of H. A. priced 40c up.
loll school at Beloit, Ala, and Utica
Rose.
-City stioacribers to the Daily Normal Industrial school at Utica,
- ye hundred score cards for Sun who wish the delivery of the, N. Y.
sale at The Sun office-twenty-five papers stopped must notify our colcents each.
Faith Is 'greater than creeds as
leotors or make their requests di--Born, to the wife of Mr. Conrad rect to The Sun edam No attention the stars aui greater than astronoSmith, of the Mayfield road, a daugh- will be paid to such orders when my.
ter
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co
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Our
Pure Gum
Seamless
Hot Water Bottles
and
Fountain Syringes
Cs

Are kuaranteed to stand the
test of time. They are soft
and pliable and strong and
have no seams to come unglued quality and durability
considered, our rubber goods
are the,cheapest in town. We
have the biggest line.

CUT PRICE SALE OF SUITS
AT LEVY'S MONDAY.
Levy's, the Ladies* Ready-to-Wear
Store, announce w cut price sale of
suits for next week, beginning Monday morning. Rome reductions decidedly worth while have been made
and a large atten
is expected.
Detailed annonnceme
is published
on page four.

MEMORY -IS MONEY
TO THE TAX PAYER
You are hereby respectfully notified that the last bait of your city
tax bill is now due. This friendly reminder is to guard you against forgetfulnes

and may save you a 10

per cent penalty.
You are cordially invited to
,
01

R. W.WALKER CO.
tscmirrated

DRUGGISTS
f

kit Plisses tit

set imam.
Night Bell at Side Doc*.

"

THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.

the

city treasurer's office at your earlis.
eat convenience, that you may 'sole
the crowd and delay of the last

day.

Very truly yours,
.1091e J. DORIAN,
City Treasurer.

KU RTZMANN
Piano Contest Rules
The contest closes tecember 10,
1900.
Only words found In Webster s
Int motional Dictionary are to be
used. No proper names, no foreign
names, names of persons, towns,
cities. etc. A letter can't be used
more times than it appears In the
word Kurtsmann. Words spelled
the same way but of different meaning can be used but once
Lists must be alphabetically arranged and have the full name and
addreee of Sender.

FRED P. WATSON

4 BRO.

- 311 Ilirosdw•sr

Victor H. Thomas

FALL TERM ENDS
AFTER SIX WEEKS

VINSIs%.16.

I/rEl XIF

River Stages,
Cairo
33.6 1.0
22.0 9.0
Large Nuniber of Judgments Chattanooga
Cincinnati
32.2. 1.3
Evansville
28.7 4.1
Entered and Suits Filed,
Florence
15.8 0.8
Johnsonville
22.8 0.9
Louisville
11.3
Rehkopf Alleges That Several Mt. Carmel
12.3 1.6
Banks Exacted Usury From
Nash v 11e
28.1 0.8
His l'ompany.
Pittsburg . . .
7.6 1.7
Davis island Dam-Missing.
St. Louis
9.4 0.2
Mt Vernon
26.3 4.4
NEWS FROM THE COURT HOUSE Paducah
29.7 1.7

The fail term of McCracken circuit cdurt came to a close this morning at 11 o'clock after six weeks.
Jury trials consumed a few days over
three weeks.
Judgmeuts were entered as follows: R. R. beeper against J. W.
Puckett, sale; E. C. Terrell against
J. W. Puckett, sale; T. J.Dossett and
others against D. G. Park, $300;
Geo. Heyman against Nathan Heyman,dismissal; J. S.Summers against
Arthur A. Peck, Cecil Reed, commissioner, ordered to pay $2,614.67 uncontroverted money to plaintiff; J.
M. Worten against city of Paducah
judgment
against
plaintiff
for
$229.32 for taxes. This was a suit
brought to test the action of the
board of supervisors and county assessor in assessing annually. Linnie
A. Champion against W. F. Champion, $600 alimony; Stella M. Alvey
against J. A. Alvey, divorce; Eva
Caldwell against Richard Caldwell,
divorce; •A. S Wintersmith against
Red Cross Laundry company, sate.
Attoraey W.M. Oliver was lined $6
for contempt of court in failing to
attend court with promptness.
• Salts riled.
Following are the suits filed today:
Myrtle Williams against A:onzo
Williams, divorce. They married
June 19 1906, and separated
Novernber 22. 1906. Cruelty is alleged.
Two thousand dollars alimony, an, attachment against property with
a
prayer for the possession of a horse
and buggy are prayed for.
A. L. Livingston and
others
against J. M. Perkins and others, for
debt of $254.15.
Fooks-Acree
Lumber company
against Ernest Wilkins and others.
for debt of $114.33.
Will R. Hendricks against Solon
Gillen for $205. Gillen, it la alleged,
drove a horse and btorgy into Hendrteks' horse and kilied it August 4,
at Third and Jackson streets.
IfOoks-Acres
Lumber company
against J. L. Golightly, for $96.67
debt.
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Hundreds of Homes
rise
fail
fall
rise
rise
rise
st'd
rise
rise
fall

Are heated with Hart's Aluminum oil heaters-am-They area
thing of beauty,a joy forever

fall
rise
rise

The river rose 1.6 In the last 24
hours, the stage this morning being
29.6.
The City of Memphis arrived at
7:45 with part of the Iowa excursion party.
The City of Saltillo arrived an hour
later, at it:45, with the governor and
his party of a hundred or more.
The Kentucky is receiving freight
today to leave this evening fur the
Tennes-ee river at 6 o'clock.
The City of Memphis will wait here
until next week, when it will take
the Clyde's place. The Clyde will
come in Monday night. The City of
Saltine) probably wIll proceed to St
Louis.
The Martha Mennen has arrived
from the Tennessee river with a tow
of ties.
The Dirk Fowler left on time this
morning for Cairo and will return tonight.
The Electra was pulled out on the
ways yesterday.
The Georgia Lee did not arrive until 8 o'clock last night and had a
light trip up for Cincinnati.
Capt. Mark Cole has arranged to
bring the weather MAP and report up
every n'Ight on the Dick Fowler
from the office in Cairo, for use in the
wharfboat office. This sill get the
report here the same day it is issued.
A lumber concern of Ohio 'has Posted a bulletin on the wharfboat warnl'ng the public that all logs in the
Ohio river bearing certain brands, belong to them. The brands are given.
The logs were washed away In the
sudden rise of the river.
Official Forecasts.
The Ohio, at Evansville and Mt.
Vernon, will continue rising, but at
a decreasing rate during the next
two days. A maximum stage of between 28 and 29 feet is indicated for
Evansville on the present rise.
At
Paducah and Cairo. will continue
stage of about 35 feet will be reached
at Cairo Sunday.
The Tennessee at Florence will
continue rising during the next 24
hours. At Johnsonville, will continue
rising during the next three days.
The Mississippi, from below
St.
Louis to above Cairo, will fall Saturday.

Not to know about an Oil
Heater as a means of reducing the coal bills it to
be without a knowledge of
one of the best methods
of home heating. Not to
know the Aluminum Oil
Heater is a pitty, as it is
one of the perfect systems
of heating. They are perfectly safe, don't smell and
heat to a finish on little oil.
PRICES TO FIT

GEO.0. HART & SONS CO.
\\\\\\\\\%%%%%%\\\\\\\N, \\\
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ate --alone; large fortune, wishes
beamed tenable of managing her
extensive businesa affairs. Box 405,
St. Joseph, Michigan,
WANTED- Energetic, trustworthy man or woman to work in Kentucky, representing large manefecNOW 18 THE accepted time for turing company. Salary $50 to $90
/on to look about your fire and torus- per month, paid weekly. Expenses
do insurance, as fail and winter are advanced. J H. Moore, Paducah, Ky.
coming
Remember the old and re.
FOR -SALE OR TRADE-Grocery
liable Friedman insurance Agency. ioing bueiness of $3,000 monthly,
Office No. 128 South Third street. Of- :lean stock. Good brick house will
Reetdeneel be rented to purchaser. Will trade
fice telephone No. 940.
We represent some for farm or city property.
phone No. 1581
Address
of the oldest and best insurance oat' Z. care Sun.
pante., which are paying their loesse
FOR SALE- One pony mare, perpromptly. We protect your interests,
and you better be safe than Sorry. fectly gentle. In good condition: new
harness and new runabout, steel
Give us a call.
tires; only been used about two
WANTED--Good to0y to do house
weeks. Price $125. Reasons for sellwork. Apply at The Sun office.
lag, have no use for it. For particu
CLEANING and pressing neatly
tars call at Sun office.
done. Jas. Duffle Old phone 956.
WANTED'. FOR. U. S. ARMY Silence may be golden. hut the
BOARDERS wanted. AWAY 1249
Able-bodied urrm•rried men between
right word at the right time has' ofKentucky avenue.
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of United
ten won a diamond.
W--ANTED--Colored boy 18-year; States, of good character and temold, Paducah Dist. Co.. 128 S. 3rd St. perate habits, who can speak, read
FOR SALE-Nice young horst. and write English. For informatlon
apply to Recruiting Office, New RichOld phone 571-a.
ONE nicely furnished room for mond House, Paducah. Ky.

The Itchkopf ('ase.
This morning more evidence was
heard in the bankrupt matter of the
E. Rehicopf Saddlery iempany. The
ease Is being held open indefinitely
by Referee E. W. Bagby. Frederick
Easthope, of Norwood, representing
the Campbell & Bosworth
Machine
company of that city, presented himself this morning berore the referee.
He claimed two machines not listed
to
WANTED-- Energetx man
in th• assets of the firm. The marent. Bath and all modern convenchines do the work of 20 men, and
manage branch wholesale office be
reticles, 918 Broadway.
are not gold outright but leased.
large manufacture of Staple Good ,
RENT-Five room cottage,
WheatO.
Besides the American-German NaSalary $1500 per year payable
with
Madison
street.
Apbath 1036
Dec
73%
71
tional bank which he Claims overmonthly, and extra commissions. ApMay
7844
7844 ply Dr. P. II. Stewart.
charged the concern $14.000, E Clore-.
plicant must furnish excellent referFOR RENT-Furnished or un- ence and $1.000 eash, which is seRehkopf alleges that other banks
42l4
42V, furnished rooms, with or without
Dec.
have been guilty of usury. Herites
cured. Address Secretary, P. 0. Box
May
43 114
43%
the following net giving the percent
board. Apply 415 Kentucky avenue. 711, Chicago, Illinois.
of interest charged, merely alleging
WANTED-You to call, write or
FOR HAMBURGERS and Hot Ta15'
Dec
33'',
'33 %
it to be over the legal 6 per centt
males go to "Shorty's" Ill% South phone for Catalogue of Draughon's
PorkCity National bank; Brookport NaPractical Business 'College. 314 1-2
Third or 127 North Fourth.
Jan.
14.47 14.15
tional bank. Brookport, Ill.; Bank of
Broadway, Paducah. AM. Rouse,
Old
WOOD-Phones,
HICKORY
Commerce St. Louis: First National
1").l9
10.15
Dee,
P0.15
Manager. Old phone 1755. It will
promptly.
441, New 598. Delivered
hank, of Jackson, Tenn.; First NaJan.
10.28 1t .:l4)
convince you that Draughon gives the
E. B. Bell & Sons.
tional bank, of Golconda: State Na19.49 10.50
Mar
best
course of instruction. That
tional bank, of Metropolis.
-InOR RENT- Three room house,
Stocks-Draughon secures positions or
reMonroe
street.
No.
103o
Apply
F.
1.75%
1.7544
I. C.
money.
setfends
Night
and
In Police Court,
day
M. Fir.
1.45
1.47
&N.
short session of Pollee court was
Mons.
1.821
/
4
1.86%
U. P.
FOR: RENT-Two rurnisted rooms
The docket conheld this morning
.,-room residence.
FOR SALE
1.48%
1.46'/ complete for light housekeeping. All
sisted of three motes, and they were
1.81% Modern conveniences, 1209 Jefferson. Clay between 12th And 13th, $1 54)5,
1.84%
St P.
disposed of in nearly as many miaSalcert *venue,
94%
14
-Mo. P.
FOR RENT-Three room cottage 3-room residence,
utee.
residence. -Husband
$64101:
5-room
Penna.
391j
- 1.39
1
.
,
on 'North Twelfth street.. Apply F
George Randolph and Dave Dan1.12%
street, $1,2,50: 8-room residence, 22o
Cop.
1.12
lets, colored, $5 and omits for loiterFisher.
resiSouth Third, U.lisso; 9-room
1.53% M.
1.54%
Smel.,
ing about the Illinois Central coal
FOR RENT-Rooms with or with- dence, choice neighborhood, north
75%
Lead
761
/
4
chute
26./
1
4
C. F. I.
5444 out bath, 126 South 4th street, also cede, bargain, $4.000; Iota on HarriMelvira
Pendergraet $40 and
furnished rooms.' Apply 304 :Viral son between 13th and 14th, $371
1.05
1 .05
17.
S.
P.
costs for immorality, and H. A. Nictieach. Inquire H C. Holl'ins, Real IC648
4744 Sixth street. Old phone 1114
S.
U.
ohs same charge, continued.
tate and General Insurance, TrueJan.
I.-Third
floor
RENT
FOR
The case against Ruff Robertson,
Local Markets.'
over R. W. Walker & Co. drug store. heart building. Telephone 127
Harry Lee and W.ill Wood, colored,
Dressed Chickens-20c to 400.
Fifth and Broadway, 213(114 feet. D.
for disorderly conduct, was conThe sweetness of life's roses more
Eggs-30e doz.
A. Yeiser.
tinned.
balance the Vein of its tho: nthan
Butter-25c lb.
FOR RekT-leoom with bath at
wounds.
Say. Horse Won't Work.
Sweet Potatoes-eer fru. 50e.
609 1-2 ',roadway. Suitable for one
--- it
Mrs. Anna B. Scott today filed
Country Hama--17c 11
or two gentlemen. Apply Walker's
Bazaar at Elks' home In Henderagainst James Estes, of the county.
Irish Potatoes -Per bu. 60c
drug store. Fifth and Broadway.
to recover the purchase price of a
son was great success.
Green Sausage--10c lb
for
horse and annul a sale by which she
ONE nicely furnished room
The only wealth you ran possess
etausage--tec M.
became the possessor of the horse
rent w1th all modern conveniences, I,
: that .m1 have in the hr.srt
lb.
IArd-12c
Country
far $40, claiming him to be sound
Inquire at
Gentlemen preferred.
Celery-$1.00 amen
Estes, she.allegee. sold her the donee
No. '713 Kentucky avenue.
somosmr
Turnips-$1.50 bu
and a good worker
She declared
SEND your clothes to the Faultthat the animal refuses to work. The
Parsnips--$1.00 bn.
LEE LINE STEAMER
less Pressing club, 102% Broadway.
suit was tiled in Magistrate C. W.
Green Tomatoes--50c basket
proprietors. Both
Browder.
Drake
&
Emery's court.
Turnips-Three for 10c.
phones 1507.
Lettuce-10c.
POR SAL12--tiwir terms, I new
Spinach-50c bu.
SELF-PROPELLING.
houses in PiorthTiew addition new
A self-propelling electrical wreckPeas-10e qt.
12th street car Hue. W. D. Greer
Leaves Memphis Noveming outfit Is the newest improvement
Rabbits-15e each.
Broadway.
627
to the Paducah Louisville, Evansber 21 for Louisville, Evansville and Nashville districts of the
I. B. lif0fiDAN, blacksmith, 40)
PADUCAH GRAIN MARKET.
ville, Paducah, Cincinnati
Illinois Central. It ha. not been inS. Third. Old Phone 457. Superior
Wheat--67c bu.
and all way points.
stalled, bat will be within ten days,
agent
Exclusive
guaranteed.
work
Core-60c bet.
Through rate to Helena,
and Princeton, Ky.. will be headfor fibre stone side wire tires, the
New Corn---40c btu
quarter,. This morning Supt. A. H
Vicksburg
and Pine Bluff,
made.
rubber
tires
best
Hay-From jobbers In resell deal
Egan. of Hoc Louisville division of
Ark., arriving Paducah SatNTRACTOR WEIKEL--Mason
eG
Choice
Tim
,
ere-Strict
grades,
the Illivoill Central, was in Paducah
concrete ,work a specialty.
urday, November .23th.
He stated that the wrecking outfit. $12; No. I Tim., $17.50, No. 2 Tim, ry and
South Fourth. Phone 490
Ofilee
126
$18
$17.
Fancy
northern
clover
which was predicted in The Sun Rev6. F. PHILLIPS, Agent
ere' months ago, is under conrt.. Prom emintrr wagons at public,qual- Residence phone 122y..rrompt atRoth Phonee n55-A.
of construction It Bey Cltiy. Mich
ity medIum to very poor, gig to US testiest to all estimates
+SOW-Ty WIDOW, vet') affection-i
and will be here siihin let days.
per toll for Talons mixtures.

TODAY'S MARKETS

nft.

Steamer Georgia Lee

S

I ill'

m-A- i:MIWIt 21.

No More Dull Fires and Ovensrfhat Won't Bake
If You Use

STANDARD SOOT DESTROYER
If you are a user of soft coal try our Soot Destroyer
. It is a 'boon to housekeepers; as it
absolutely destroys all soot and dirt, one of
your greatest annoyances. The composition is
put on the hot coals and the draft of the stove or grate
carries it into the flue where it absolutely destroys
all soot and dirt, leaving the stove pipe or chimney perfectl
y clean.
A 10 cent package will clean your stoves or stove pipes twic
e, and the average flue has to be cleaned
only once or twice a month. Sold by all groceries, hardwa
re dealers and druggists.

C. L. GRAY COMPANY
Inc orpor•ted

237-9 Farley Place

"SEEN THE AD"
AND WOULD ACCEII1* CHICAGte.
$10,0tKI JOB.

Kentuckian Has a Pipe 'Mat Looks
Like a
tiger— Think,' it
V. ould Itteiet Chicago.

Manufacturers

BRAHIC IS WANTED FIRED FIVE SHOTS
BY DECATUR TEAM

THREE
Wrens oti tiles
SIIINEIDEWS WEAPON.

Other Paducah Players Are
Under Consideration

Toek

1.1iiee on a New York street
il'etelt-r—Is
Nosiu0red.
ser. Seriotra)

iIi I.. 'too let Known Whet Will le:
thine With leraitchiee—Eans
Chicago Nov.
man ha.1.re Getting %mime,
New York, Nov. 21.— Mitt (Attie
been found who la willing to act a.
4. hpeider, forty-two years of age, this
cep-dates elosmo a year press agent
I
afternoon Bred Bye revolver shots at
He is F. W. Lures, and he lives in
HAVE BASEBALL AGAIN Dr' Frederick Bierlioff two of which
Bellevue, KY Mayor Dunne and City MA
struck the doctor. one In the body, anStatistician Hugo Grcrsser, who coreother In the arm, while two shots
etrived the idea of a city press agent
had begun to believe no one wanted
-truck other men and the fifth proved
Although the winter has not yet
the job, far no applications bad
barmiest,. The *hooting took place In
been made unti: the following letter arrived attention Is being turned to the street at Madison
avenue and
wards baseball, and Interest In the;
front Lutes received yesterday:
refty _ elote street. Dr. Thereof, was
national game is keen even at this I
Bellevue, Ky.-taken to the Presbyterian hostelal.
Mayor Dunne, Dear Sir: I seen in season. Dick Brahle, premier Piteher I where
his wounds; were found to be
for the Indians, is sought after
and
our dal y paper that you would pay
It may be that the deal will go I not eiperiallv dangerous. One of the
a good anan $10.non a year to boom
other shots took effect in the arm of
t h rough
Soul dry. I Well at a glance that
Decatur.
,
the Three I, Otto 41r3ette, a lawyer: another
your city bad something to learn. f
league, wants the vPadueab "Kid " .truck Paul Sheehan in the
back.
would like to take the job for 12
months only. for It would not pay a! The manager has been dickeene Neither of the latter was fteriouslY
with the local management with
your city's price.
the, injured.
viewof buyine him. Brahle finished
Miss Schneider. who sas wised hi
don't tbiek Chleago'nplan would
do if your daily paper was right. I In eifything but the beat conditiobl the malice before she could fire a si,,'
last season, on account of taking 'au
bare a better- plan. I have invented
'shot,- gave raTrolis reasons for '1
eerie but he will be in trim
this 1 shooting, asFerang first-that she
it new tobacco pipe—a good (teewas
spring. The IN*, is working hard
the beet there is. It can he made a!
to revenging hereelf. for aree-,I
reduce, and will succeed under
the
any price and looks like a (-tear.
i alawalmajpraetice. and aft' •
,,
Your drummers could eel! It and treatment of physicians.
I that the doctor had stoles all the
Other
Paduca
h players are eingl
a new brand of tobacco with ttaThie
!three for French waists %hich she hal
sought. Henry Wetsel,the third
would help you boom Chicago. Send
sackdesigned.
er, proved a steady player and
is
some one to tiny it from me and wil.
wanted
by
a
southe
rn
.
league
team
sell it for $6.nOn ,outright. This is a
The Texas Wender
elite bit of my plan. There is more All depends on the decisten of the
Paducah association. It may he that Cures all kidney, bladder and
of It.
rhea
Yours very truly, as a true Ameri- Paducah Weyer.. will be sold out- matte troubles; sold by 3. H Gehlright or retained.
Sehlaeger. but Broadrny, Dr. E.
can.
W
No one at present seems to know Hall, (Ace
(Slimed,
1926 Olive street, St.
P W LUCAS.
what the association Intends to do Lcuis,
The mayor has taken the applies
Mo
next newton. It. Is hinted that the
-One ue-der advisement.
Paducah Traction
company may DeWitt's
Little Early Risers. About
tome In and help support the team
Kennedy's
Laxative icontaining)
It has been stated by members of the most reliable pill on the market
Honey and Tar motet the bowels.
this company that It will not enter Sold hr Lang Bros.
Contains no opiates. Conforms to
any aide lines, and will keep out of
Pure Food and Drug Law. Bold by banoba
r
rens hope, however, that
Lang lees
some "angel" VIM come
to the resNIP.

The Prices Below Will Be
Made Until Dec. 31, 1906
Gold :Olen Unovn, 22k
!'3 50
Gold Fillinits
100
Silver
Platt Fillings
..
.75
Bridge work and all grades of
plate work guaranteed. Pinnies@
extrier , eer

DR. KING BROOKS

DENTIST
fintsith sand Etroasaln ity

The best.treatment for indlgesti hi
and troubles of the stomach Is to
rest the stomach. It can lye rested
by a good digestant. Rode!
stomach In shape to sati,1
perform its functions. Good for lo
digestion, sour stomach, flatulence
palpitation of the heart and dyspeeio. Kodol is made in stele, co.,•orrnIty with the National Pure Food
,nd Drug Law. Bold by Lana Gros.
It's. a common sin to substitute
scruples abut our Own eating in
the feeding it tie. heilltilr.—Chl.A,
It ;bunt.
!-_,-eseNeesavart

Pipe Time

1--)eiciuceah, Kerttuc.:ky

This is what the
---- doctor said

T o Electric Light and
Power Patrons.

Dr.Cji1dweI1 Siint_pitpsin

"Seeing the Southwest"

EXCURSIONS

Doubtieor you have heard of the Bumpe
r Crops which have
been raised this year in Arkans
as, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Indian
Territory, Texas and New Mexico.
Hawe you compared them
with results obtained in your seetIon?
Iv your work where you
are, bringing you adequate returns for
the capital Invested and the
lahoi expended? If not, a change would
be beneficial ,perhaps. A
visit to the Southwest will open year
eyes. Out. in Oklahoma the
last big land opening Is soon to take place;
farms are still very
cheap In Western Arkansas, Northern Louisi
ana and the, Gulf
Coast of Texas. Let us give yon frill inform
ation about these
sections. You will want to see them after
you here examined our
illustrated literature.

enenggew

OUR LINE OF PIPES

2212 tiro actw Aky

CiLlY NANCE etc SON
Undert
akers and Embalmers

AMER:I...ANC:4: f-7012
SIQK OR INJURED
Open ()ay strict Night.
Ne NPhone 3.14.
Old Minns6
.4344
I
, 213 SOUTH THIRD STREET
I reifflainanignINIIIIIIIIMINIe

I

customers having ,_buzz fans and
small motors that are attached -t-o the
-same wires that supply light. If you
have either a small motor or buzz

Jog

fan we would thank you to advise us
inimediately in order that we may
take the necessary steps to adapt
your machine to the changed conditions.

VERY LOW RATES, ONE WAY AND RETURN
TRIP

want in this line.

THE SMOKE HOUSE

and power is to be changed very
shortly. This will effect all of OW

4111111111111INOINN

ROCK ISLAND -- FRISCO LINES
l'Nesinhs Mo.Terin•

Both in Meersehatim and
litoar includes all that is
Tow,.•,11111(1
5e to $30

re of the alternating
THEelectnatu
ric current supplying light

is a safe physic because it so strengthens
bowel muscles that they can perform thc,r
functions without any further aid. This go-a:
remedy has unequaled tonic properties
which
gives great strength to all parts of the stomac
h,
bowels and intestines. A dose will give an
excellent bowel movement and so
refresh and give strength to the patient
that he vi ill soon be able to get along
without any medicibe whatever.
All druggists.sell Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin
at soc and ti.00 a bottle.
Peones back if not isation.a.
Pepsin Syrup Co.
—
Monticello, Ill.

to southwestern points first and third
Tuesdays each meet I,
Set N. lia,,Ost Pets. Apat, Nod Want
J. N. Certenr, Ant Gut Pm Annt, trim
Unit Reek Ark
Ileteers. Tnn.
Paul O. W never,•Ern
Rfaelel.

Fall and Winter is the
Pipe season. We have
prepared for your every

NOTICE

"Most Physics are Dangerous." A go
doctor is particular about the medicines
he
prescribes, and, therefore, he never allows his
patient to take any physic that makes
him
weak. A physic that leaves one weak does
great harm to the muscles lying along the
walls of the stomach, bowels and intestin
es.
Such a physic so shocks the muscles that they
cannot soon recover their strength and there.
fore a case of constipation is developed.
bowels must be cleansed again before t•
muscles have regained sufficient strength to
so voluntarily, and so another ar
--- •
dose of the physic must betaken.
1 •
what is known 13 the ''Ph s sic Habit."

••

e Paducah Light and
Power Co.
aminamalawmnanimr

Subscribe for THE SUN and get the
news
while it is news.

SATURDAY, XOTIFIeDIER 24.
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.....111.11.11. !HOW TO IRE
E With Edged
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Tools
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Action

1)epends Your Life.
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PADUCAH VICTOR From the year Che Kentucky
IN HARD CONTEST 1520 to the
MONDAY Night, Nov. 26
year 1906
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ISOTH PlioNleet IS-IS.
Beet day there is as much poison
filite:ed from your blood as you ("oak!
Lay on your thumb non. Your kidBy NEMO SUM MERRIMAN
neys SPC the Inserts TM. poison is
Fine
Prescrip
—
tion
WM,
For
RheuSossors."
WWI Gsnar."
Hopkinsville Light Rut Acturic acid.
"fres Ow kasser to kware."
matism And Kidney Trouble
Mien your filters-- your kidneysive Aftd Came,
Z Copyright. DSC by Harper•
Brothers '
get out of order not only is your Wood
1 1 1 11111111611111144-1W
filiod up with uric acid but thew'
The Heart, The Liver.
tie. voyage. I went veldt ()word. wit., Cut This out cued stave it---lieliesea sharp, sand-like pains of uric acid No
Score in Floe Half Rut in Selminei
The Kidneys. The Stomach
a out there arid after big game."
Nearly Fa ery Persoit
go to cutting and aerate-tang through
Local High Sc•leced mate:
The Blood, The Bowels,
Sir John Meredith nodded.
%Vito Tries It.
the delicate tubes leading into your
Twelve.
I 11 r
, at
11 like that man," be said. -He is
•
kidneys. Thal is ketettey trouble.
tough. I like tougn mon He wrote
Clogging the keineye with uric acid
Illt. a letter before tug went away. It
results in Bright's Discsae, Tie- bleed
erne the letter of oite. gentleman to FIX
IT UP
YOURSELF
beeeinee poisoned cane Diabetes (Sr PIAI R. L. C.'S THANKSGIVING
another. Is be gAng to :petal the rest
by Herter Mak elos'o*
of his llfe 'after big gittue?•
Heart Trouble, or arty KlioOd d asekoie
• Joel: 1 1 uglied.
may make its appearances
Rheumatism, Dyspep•ia,
Plainly
.
With 25 of the prettiest cho.1
"It aetenta rather like it. He is eat
A certain large eastern - publica- the only cure is to e:ran the poison
Biliousness, Constipation,
It looked like Waterloo for the
out fur that sort of life. lie is too Mg tion, which has nu
use for the patent out of the filters-- -sliateolve The uric.
Kidney Disease, Impure
tisters in the world.
1-11.41.1 school team for a short while
feet narrow • streets and cramped medicine imitates,
tells its readers sold out of the kldasys and blood.
Blood, Sick HeadeLch•
Insuaee."
after the first half began in yesterof a number of simple and safe preand Liver Trouble.
"Mel metre:limy •f•
day afternoon's football game
scriptions that can be made at home. LIFE PLANT
be"Yea, and nottritutray."
The following, however, for the cure
EXPELS
Arlin tween that team and the HookinSir Juba one leaning forward in his
of rheumatism and kidney and bladvilla High school teens
eitsir, his two ,withenal 11:;tale ,•liosped
First of alt LTFE PLANT is a *eder troubles receives the greatest
Hookhisville started off with
on his knee..
It
vent of torte acid. It din:noises the
Sent. net
...outstay 11 a. tn.
dash and vim that startled the, High
"You leiew," lie said alowiy, blink- praise, via.. Fluid Extract Dandelion,
uric
one-half
acid
of
out
the kidneys. drives it
ounce: Compound Kargou,
Pekes Wks 33es 54.pc, 73e, $1, $1.30
ing at the lire. he eared for that girl
school buys, hut they %eon settled
Co.
'
s
one ounce; Compound Syrup Sarsa- out of the blood and cleans up the
more than you did. Illy lily."
down and before the game was over,
parilla, three ounces. These simple stthole systtem.
"Yes," annwetnal Jack swiftly.
Illabetea, Kidney
428
Mae 1513.
had demonstrated their superiority
Sir Joint looktol toward him, hat fie vegetable ingredients can be obtain- Trouble, Bright's Dimas* and ell
The
score
partly
4ella
the
ed
at
tale:
any
nethieg.
goed prescription pharma- other uric add Mycoses are thus certeed
Ills Miami° was inter
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Paducah High school 12.
r.ntsitory. There were a thous:tuff queue- cy at little cost and are mixed
stood
by tainly cured hi' Preteng rid of the'
—
Ii nre in the turn of his bead: questtens shaking well in a bottle.
—
Hopkiusvele High school 0.
enure— uric acid.
▪ *.
whieli oae gentleman rusk& not ask soPADUCA.H
AND
The dose for adults it a teaspoonThe score only
partly tells the
LIFE
PLANT
Is
not
a
patent
medwhen
other.
CAIRO LINK.
ful after each meal ante at bedtime,
tale, becomes. while It teds that Pa
jelee• and La PenfentlY harmless. It
Jive: met his gate. They were still Oinking a full tumbierful
of water cleans out
the Wood. (-leans lip the ducat% won, it does not tell how hard
Wendel/My nitre: these two men. after each dose.
(Incorporated I
It is further stated
though one was Iti his prime white the that this
*belie inside of the body, keeps it it was for them to win- in the first nothing.
Evalaville and Pa4lUcah Packeta.
prescription is a
positive
Thanksgiving Matinee
trait Neither side scored in the first
other was Infirm. (to each (nee thane remedy
for kidney trouble and lame clean, and perfect Intent) must be the
was the stump of a long drawu silent
half. And most of the piaying in
back, weak bladder and urinary dif- result.
of cost
prsle. Elden wax It type of those
It you sniffer from Kidney Trouble that half was in Paducah's territory.
Laeginy eumuoterora who ateppeal, mail ficulties, especially of the elderly
named
The
feature of the game Was a
clad. on Englatuene shores Sat year* people, and one of the best things Diabetes or any aric acid disetteee yott
(Daily Except Sunday.)
ago. I''rut and feature. inlaid and to be used in rheumatic afflictions may Kave free medical: advice and a 51 yard dash by. Bagby wiOtt what
Stearn.rs Joe Fowler and John &
heart. haul beets handed down from relieving the aches and pains and re- free copy of a valuable new book on appeared to be a touchdown. Patio'Pala 250
Hopkins. leave Paducah for Keaneducing swellings in just a short "Good iteetth " Write today-.-now--- caheanted and Booby heat Hopkinsfat!: a' tit son. as great Ispe: are:
vine and say landings at 11 a at.
"(toe may have tits right (epilog aud while.
vide to the ball in their own terriSpecial excursion rate now in etA well-known local
bestow it by mist..ke on the wroup
.9
physician
jkl
i
tifs
tory. Then followed a hrellent run,
T HI" LIFE PLANT COMPANY,
:
11
tact from Padieah to Evansville and
. pereou." mei Jack.
states that the Compound Kargon in
in which Beebe, led followel hr the
Canton, (Hilo,
-eturn, $4 ve Elegant music on the
it does the work. It is the only drug
$ir John's flegers were at hie Iles.
two teams and the spectators. The
A PICRIC /OS 11/11611S,ISIS
boat. Table unsurpassed.
es," Ise Kahl rushttr indistinctly. known which acts directly upon the
Tuesday
nifint
"rite
M‘s
of
Man
511515 Mill UV111 011(511)
rule is that thk ba:: must touch: the
British Metropolis.
"w le the right person is wattling ceinainative tissues of
OTSIPIPSia MI5 CIINSTI/STIlli
terv."
the kidneys:
tort."
STRAW... Dit'K POWL/111
,5%,/,fs\
cleanses the spongelike corgstes and
As the conductor came to the top ground after a punt, before It Can be
‘1,1( (1.1
Wednesday night
"A
etuaker
Jnek 1 stlekl tot sharply. as If lie Elves them
Leaves P•du.ah for Cairo and way
carried over for a tetichdown. Bagby
power to sift and strain the red-turbaned person.
Tragedy."
either had not hennl or did not under- the
landings at is a. in. sharp, daily 4mpoisonous waste matter aod uric in Indian -Panes& gat doWtf.
Both Tablets and Pills are sold
Thurertay nleht-"When the Bells
-- - f.clhlLht the ball on the fly and had
stand:
i:opt Sunday. Special eirenuton mesa
acid from the blood :which la the
his
long
run
for
nothing.
--as
far as by all Druggists. price 25 cents.
Toll."
"Wot sort of a chap is that!" ask"Wbilt• the right persun Is waiting
now In effect from Paducah to Calm
cause of rheumatism.
!the
score was concerned.
fur it," repeated Sir Jolla deliberately.
Thursday tuatinee-eA liiiinespun and return, with
ed the driver of the' conductor.
Stomach Trouble Cured.
or without meale
Cut this out and lend to some
I
St.
"The riglit,peraott"John
and
f'nher
were
Heart."
console"! fancies that 'e's one of them
and room. Good music and table unTHE SCHENCK cuEuncm.. co.,
"Joeelyietintrtion." explained Sir J obse, sufferer which would certainly be an
•
;nous
In line and,end p..
Friday night ''A 'Mountain ()a- surpassed.
^nd Janes
Dear Sax:fellers that worships the sun."
suffered from stomach
act of humanity.
"is the right person."
troubles to- estly two year., and found no las."
For further information apply to
"Worships the sun. Ohl" repeated was effective throughout the g..
.Tack shrugged his shoulders and
the rhaily different patent medEXTRA -First appearance here S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent. or
Halley
socked
both icines which
e driver, with a shiver, "Then I Quarterback
lenued lend: ss that the firelight did not GEORGIA CA Y V A N,ACTRESS,DIRS
I had tried. I was at last
kite 't. I;s child aketch lutists. Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
shine upon his love. "So I found out
suppose he comes over 'ere. to 'ave a emil4 easily. and the reef of the team relieved of my trouble, liVhentsikiwgwish of
Sisters and Al Needy. Fowler-Crumbaugh & Oo's ogles.
•
played
a
friend,
DA
their
respective
Tablets were recant- the V.
eighteen mambo ago." he said. "when
positions like
I
eat
—Suceess.
."
Woman Once Well Known on Stage
Both phones No. 33,
nende I t ,z, • After taking one to: 1 tett
,•lan.
it was too late."
veterans.
Expires After Long Innen.. "
relieved. and after usirg two boxes I was
1 e[)h eel
"There la nu, such thing as too late
Tuesday
IPR
A
good
word
truthfully can be !ntire4,....e:. I t tin ., It r Dandelion Tableta
Claim Notice,
for that," mild Sir Jolla lit hie great
T. L01.314 1ND TENNICNSKII
ie.
under the usual conditions.
spoken for HopkInsviee. They were talt
sr t.a r.trth for the stomach,
New York, Noe. 24.—After an
October Term, 33rd Day, November
wisdom. "ItIven if you were both quite
RI'. fia
and wosits •t.
0031PAN
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.1 me to any
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oft
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after a scrim - one
years Miss Georgia
old It would not he too late.;have ness of seven
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21, 190G.
that unfortunate disease.
wage. their Interference work ono
known it hunger than you. I found it City van, at one time one of the moat Winiato
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D U. BYRON.
Stacey, Administrator
of
'FOR TbINNE/iishai
-- general action together was smooth- Carson, 1- nrle Scott .& Co., Chicago, Ill.
popular actresse on the Amencati
out two yeti's ago."
deo. Ratcliffe, et al, Plaintiffs.
Jack looked across the room into the stage, died at Sanford Hell &meaner than any team theletlgh school
CUT OUT THIS COLON
keen, worldly wire old face.
u to, Flushing, this evening. Death' Vs. Equity, R. P. Stanly, et al, De- h..
Plesse-gavso tia• beeves
"How?" be inquired.
was painless and ceme from the pro-t
The Game.
"From her. I found it out the mo- gress of the disease which ruined
It Is ordered by tne court that
her
The
two
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Heed
up
as
foe
Omit she mentioned your name. I con- reason and made
her for four years this action be, and
the same Is :ow,
:
one trial package Dr. Edward's Deoducted the conversation In such a man- helpless. Full
arrangements for the hereby referred to Cecil Reed, Mas•
dabon Tablets.
I A. de D. Co.
lier that she had frequently to say it. funeral
PADUCAH
-Cheek,
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Care
have not bees made, but the ter Commissioner of this court to
and w believer your name crossed her
right
guard; Scott, right tackle; E
body will be buried
near Boston, take proof and ascertain the amount
Leave Paducah for Tenses/we Rives
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Lott, right end: Burton, :eft guard
when the family shalt decide.
Every Nedneeday as 4 p.
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gave signs of breaktackle: Bagby. left Pn,i
lOtla smile.
A. W. WRIGHT
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"Moreover,- continued Sir John, "I
EUGENE ROBINSON
Clerk
Li -and an operation was necessary. ceased, and all creditors of the de- half: Fisner, right half:
maintain it Is not too late."
Janes, full This company is not reel:ions:Lie
There followed a silence. Both men Then followed in I/496 the Teall di- cadent of Geo. Ratcliffe are srderett back.
for Invoice charges unless collected
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LES, or MONEY BACK.
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five
minutes,
rho
most
Terms Reasonale
spirited
play"Will you oblige me?" he asked.
Caesiercial Patrols's WSW•
called in said that she had shaken
stsearil rem* for ChM,
ing seen on the field this year,sfol
Jack moved lu his chair, hut he made
fiessname and Runnings
the optic nerve, aeid declared that if
no answer. Sir John did not ludeed
lowed.
41I WNW_ Cures NW
•
:to ', A id lit.. and go, the tnC.
sarsosessor Troubles.
her
expect it. He knew his sou too well. he. cote* give her a Wow on
118 Freers}, leading.
Their interf-renee was good and
St. John made big gains through the
"WIll you." he continued, "go out head her sight might be restored. He
they made big gains on end runs
line and around end, and Salley adto Africa and take 'our lame story to dare* not try the experiment, how-,
carrying the ball down to Paducah's
vaoced the hail sharply. Fisher went
Jocelyn-Net as it 1sT'
ever, as It might Jeopardize her rea10 yard line. Here the Pariticeh team over 2 1-2 minutes
after play began
(Iscorporated.)
There wits a long silence. The old
'
son.
`4.)tged dosan and held the Hopkins- and Halley kicked the goal. Score 6
wornout clock on the mantelpiece
PAINC411,
311-316 linfour,
1142111ilLE
Now Miss Goodyear has fallen
vine team for downs.
wheezed and, struck ut.
to 4) in favor of Paducah.
27 College. la 15 States POSITIONS 551
cured
down
or
money
a
flight
IMPUNDIRD Alm teach Si
of
stairs
The
again.
"Yes." answered Jack at leugth, "I
A foul tackle by Hopkinseille gave
Hopkinsvil
le
MAIL,Calts
kicked
off to Padu•
toree wilt tourism sou leo.
- Contaia fall was followed by severe pains In
will go.THIS 11101T. Call Sr Yea for
Paducah 25 yaids. Paducah made cab's 40 yard line. St. John made a
rat ;
Sir John nodded his head with a the head, and the sodden return of
heavy gains through Hopkinsville's 25 yard gain, and soon after Fisher
sigh of relief. All, indeed, comes to her sight was just in time to pee her
line and executed several plays onto advanced the ball 20 yards. Psiden
hinowlet waits.
mother before she died.
which the Hopkinsville boys did no, rah was swift and playing hard. Pa'•I base seen a good deal 9f life," he
• atch. Runs by Paducah halves were ducah halvem, quarterback and' fullMiss Goodyear's sight Is excellent'
said soddenly, arousing himself and
broken up in good fashion at this back figured in mass plays through
MaRhlactur
sitting upright lu the stiff hacked once more, and she has no need for
Watt/ ti Tbirl aid
point in the game by the' Hopkins- the line for big taloa and St. John
chair, "here and there in the world, speetaeles.—London Express.
went
vine
over
the
Book
line
quarter.
for
ends
the
Binding, Bank Work, Lego
and
aecond
and t have found that the happiest
flopkinsville started puntiag and touchdown, 10 minutes after play
anti li.lh.ere elenrk
people are those who begdu by think• ttriecialte
Went to the Right Place.
I
th followed stilt. The ball began. Halley kicked the goal.
ing that It was too late. The romance
An
American
whose
buelneiss frePaducah kicked to HookinsvIlle's
ick and forth under these tacSell on installments and
of youth Is only fit to write about in
books. It is too delicate a fabric for quently takes him to London tells of
1 Hookinaville could not gala 30 yard :tee. Hopkinsville started
take old Instruments In
Your family Doctor will tell
everyday use. It soon wears out or an amusing conversation
it Paducah's
between'
Peevish again
line. Hopkins- punting eosin and
exchange.
gets torn."
the driver and conductor of a public
vale was swift here. Fisher wen: followed salt.
Both sides
you this prescription is a good
made
Jack del not seein to be listening.
through left tackle for a sbig gelnaut heavy ;Mina through these tactics
'bus In that* city.
one. Your money back if
Ream 209 Frale -nity
"But," cohtinued ter John. "you
a fine for off-sIde play and a fumble and the game was called with indicaThe 'bus was fairly crowd's!, so
they do not cure your cold.
must not waste time. If 1 may letteMlles
Puss
3314.
Rtsilsors Pavia 144
tions
another
by
of
center,
Cheek,
tombdown
neutralized
by Pa•
PatIllthe Americati climbed to the tope
✓e/It it, you will do well to go at
dupah.
cales gains.
where,
chore)
, after taking his iseat,
.
i t,or
1.1 e
O11ee.”
A good crowd saw the game. As
At. John punted and Bagby caught
"Vest': answered Jack. "I will go 'he observed a person
In peculiar
the ball carrying it' over Hopkins- usual they overrareethe field. Floseeie
In trinonth or so. I should like, to garb, with a red turban. There was a ,
villa's line, bat the ball was brought RUP(I was referee.
see you lu a better state of health leaden sky overhead and a Slow, drIzelk to the center of the field. Thu
you,"
before I leave
G AMPBEI14,7
-8
11
kr.stivree
-fac-K
sling rain, such weather as Is the
eiyied with the bail hp
Fayeete Orme, eourt •
05
Pasesve 4444r—
erttritft'rrw-Witterfrarrr
" lesion toda3
Paducah kicked Off to noUmrst
.
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Dandelion has been
used continuously as a
specific for diseases of

Artistic

Picture
Framing
and
Wall
Papering

Arthur Dunn

and troubles caused
through the derangement of these organs
such as:

"THE LITTLE JOKER"

New Music
Dr.Edward's Tablets
New Costumes
and Pills contain DanNew Production
delion in a concentrated form combined
with other harmless
vegetftble ingredients.
RETURN OF THE FAVORITES
A medicine that has
NIGHTS
the test of four
hundred years is worth
trying especially
you cwn try it for

at-

Sanderson &
eroidwiy.

4 STARTING

Tuesday, Nov. 27

Get e. trial package of
the Tablets free
at the drug store
below.

i

0

D ePew -Burdelte
Stock Company

Dandelion Tablets

•

• ;•-•12.40:.-7_
STEA NER CLYDE

W. B. M'PHERSON

DRUGGIST
Paducah, - - • Kentucky.

GIFTS

our Stomach

COUCH

CURE TNE LUNGS

Dr.King's

New Discovery

FOR

J. L. Warmer

NEW STATE HOTEL

t

ANNUAL SALE,TEl MILLION BOXES

xpert Accountant

O

METROPOLIS. ILL

A N TA L- M I DY

John D Smith, Jr.

DRAUGHON'S
guJine44,

Rex all Cold Tablets

•

Camph. Monohrom,
Cinchona Sul.
Acitanalia.
Podophyllin.
Akin.
Sugar Milk.

•

D. H.
Baldwin & Co.

Henry Mailmen, Jr.
Kentucky

PIANOS and ORGANS

DR.HOYER.

-

DISTRIBUTING OFFICE
518 BROADWAY

McPherson's
Drug Store.

W. T. MILLER &BRO.

4111 L WEIL &
IN

SURANCL
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Set it at Harbour's,
It Will Cost Less
shoes

The

for

the

THANKSGIVING WEEK AT HARBOUR'S BIG STORE
Thanks that we know to whom to give thanks—to our Allwise Benefactor. Thinks to the generous public. Thanks that we own a great
stock of goads in
each of our eleven great department. to offer to the public the coming week at Special Thanksgiving Bargain Prices. This sale concerns every
member of
the family. Important! Very! Because it means extraordinary buying opportunities in every one of our Big Departments; a chance
to save more money
than any week before during our Great November Sale.
•

This store will
be open on
Thanksgiving
day until 12
o'clock noon.

family, the boys' and
men's suits, the women's

coats.

skirts,..suits.
the

furs,
waists,

underwear

hosiery,

the

and

dress

goods, the staple dry
goods, the belts, bags,
purses, the millinery,
the books, stationery
and music, the door
oil cloth 4

and

carpets.

PRETTY MILLINERY.

sortments right up to the opening of of Dress Goods made to sell at 35c
to 441c a yard, which we will put
the '''ealgul•
Fancy check suiting*, stylish gray Jule at 18Ine to 20c a yard as soon
effects at 37 Inc a yard to 48r, made as It arrives,
to sell at 50c to 65c.
WOMEN'S LONG COATS,
Fancy gray mixed millings, 97c a
Many new arrivals.. Here is the
yard, made to sell at $1.25,
story: We found a manufacturer
Panama
All Wool Back
Cloth anxious to sell us three hundred
Clic a yard, made to sell at $1,25.
coats at bargain prices for cash. We
Fancy Plaids, gay colors, 98e and took the lot.
We will pa_ss theme
DRESS GOODS HERE AT BARGAIN
$1,25 • yard, made to sell at $1,50 long coat bargains over to those who
PRICER.
and $1.75
come after them this week
New arrivals are keeping our asWe're expecting a ear of 441 bolts
At $2.98, at $3.54), at $3.98, at

A

Much variety and beauty, qualities
that fascinate, prices that please. We
have been selling untrimmed hats so
fast that it does sometimes crowd us
wonderfully to get them out on time,
but we keep our promises. Many exeeptional values in French Felts and
Velvet Hats have been provided for
next week's selling.

$4..50. at $:,. at 84.50, at $6.90. at NEW SILK WAISTS AT THANKS.
$7 50, at $8.54), at $9.54), at ale, at
GIVING BARGAIN PRICES.
$12,50. at 813.5.41, at $15, ad $18, at
The astonishing thing to us in
$22.
waletdorn la that manufacturers have
A BIG PURCHASE OP NEW SKIRTS been frit days in filling our orders, so
many firms begging for silk waist*
llot here. but will be here this and offering higher
prices is the reaweek. If they look as good to You eon. But our waists
are nearly all
as they did to our buyer, t yott'll be here now. We have
got to crowd 90
delighted with both thr skirts and days silk waist selling
into about 310
the prices.
days, so we start this week by makIng Thanksgiving bargain prices as
FURS TO BEAT THE BAND.
follows, at $2.35, at $2.9-9, OA $3.26,
But we won't tell you much about at
$3.48.and $3.55 each that ought
Furs until after Thanksgiving,
to bring us $5.

Harbour's Department Store

SHOKS.
Seventeen thousand pairs of Shoes
awaits your coming. They're all
bargainet at our prices. You nave a
fourth to a third of the price they
ought to bring.
A great stock of men's shoes worth
from $1.54) to $5. all at special prices.

•

A great stock of women's shoes
worth from $1.16 to $4, all at specjai prices.
Teeming with good things, Our
clothing department is full of then'.

North Third Street
HALF SQUARE FROM BROADWAY
4

THE WEEK IN SOCIETY
Cont it.

From

Page Three.)

Prince, Bonnie
Misses Lattrutiell
Prince, Lillian Inkle, May Post, Ethel,
Acree, Lizzk• May
Mansfield, Eva'
Miller. Mary Eatt.et, Willie
••••Laura Oberhatieen and Messrs
Weitlauf. Albert Hensen. Joe Vogt.
Floret]
Englert, Herman
Heavrin, Bernard Brown, Ben Scott.
.Rufus Raney

Boot Sale Extraordinary

10 , 00

Seldom Do You Hear of Such Values
And Never Before in Paducah

Nies:
/miry

T

To Protect
Your Claim

Sitisrure
Cot Glass
Flue Diu

Informal Evening.
HOUSANDS of the prettiest, dai_pliest and best book; pubComplinwntary to Mrs
lished will be on sale. These are just the thing for ChristOregon Bonnie. of Louisville,
mas remembrances—they gladden the heart end please the fancy
Me. and Mrs, Matir,ce B. Nash, Jr...,
We are uttering the six biggest selling books in the United
T.49uUville. Mr. and Mrs. Hubbard
states at
Wells ,entertained three tables a
etude very informally on Thursday
evening. at their apartments in the
Empire Flats on Broadway. The additional guest. were: Mr. and Mrs.
But you can get them
Kt our store.
M. B. Nash, Mr. and Mrs. David Wan
Culla Miss Elisabeth Nash. Hr.
Nolan Van Culio. Mr Dough.. Nash.
—419—
Pleasant Evening.
Miss Mary Easley. of 1206 JackOnly a few more weeks until the happiest (stint
son street. entertained a number
her frientis most enjoyably on Fri•
of the year will be here once more—and we
lay evi.Wng. The evening was plea have made great preparations. Our store is
slice spent and delightful fruit was
agiow
with the splendor of HOLIDAY WARES,
served. Those present were: Misses
go,.1 , /ty bntiona won taktm by •Mr. since Septembe,
They were }countarlicles most appropriate for gifts.
Dorothy Oberhausen, Susie Oberpenid by Mims Lucy Patten, of BlacksSimon Herht.
hausen. Wil:le Ritter, Maggie Mc—.—
burg, Va., who wit: be the guest of
Henry
Laura
Oberhausen. May
Mho
Cave.
Informal
Afternoon.
Cockrell. Ruby Sulzer. May Easley:
Mrs. Maurice Joseph. of C neinMrs. Minitel H. Winstead was hosMessrs. John Weitlauf, Rupert liar
Bey. Henry Hearrin, Henry sutler. tess of a delightful afternoon on Mitt, arrived Fridey to visit Mrs
Brooks Robertson. John Earley, Ben Thursday at her home on Washing- Joseph L. Freidman at -The Poe to inspect our store and stock and make comton street. The honor guests were: Mrs. Joseph is a delightful musical
Scott. Earl Griffr.h.
parison of prioes. Any article in our store may
Mrs. Maurice B. Nash, Jr. and Mrs. artist. Mr. Joseph is expected neat
be selected now, and will be reserved for deWilliam Oregon Bon yogi/ Louis- week to visit 'Mr. and Mrs. FriedCard. anti Dun ti
livery to snit the customer's convenience.
ville, who are being...9r atensively man.
Mr and Mrs Georgie A
enents.''ained this week_
Mr and Mrs. William Minnich and
tertained a few of their friends most
--411--hildren left this week to make their
pleasantly at cards on Monday evenStag l'arty.
home in Oklahoma City. They will
ing at their home on South Tbkrd
Mr. Polk Byrd gave a stag party on be missed to the social, life of Padestreet, The ladies' prize was won by
Wednesday evening at his home, cah. Mrs. M1nnich was one of the
Mies Beesie Wilson and the gentle14143 Trimble street. A number of Sans Souci club member*.
man's prize by Mr George Gourieux.
327 BROADWAY
PADUCAH, KY.
guests were present and the evening
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice B. Nash, Jr.,
The lone-hand prize went to Mrs. D.
enjoyably spent. Delightful re- and Mrs. William Oregon Ronnie, of
D. Augustus Dutch lunch was served was
freshments were served. Mr. Byrd Louisville, who have been the guests
in conclualon of the jolly evening.
left on Thursday for\ an extended of Mr. and Mrs. David Lindsay Van
visit In Clarksville. Tenn
Culin for a week, will return home on
When a man gets over-anxious
Four O'Clork Tea,
—41—
Their visit has been a deMonday
about the gnat, It's time to hang tit
.
Armour Gardner gave a
Mrs
Socha Affair.
lightful round of *ode events give
. to the camel
eharming Four O'Clock Tea on Times
The Ladies of the .M•retbees were In their honor
dayafternoon at her home on Founentertained on Tuesday afternoon at
Miss Happy Newell will leave Montain avenue )4rs Thomas p Smith,
a man boasts of his sincer
their hall on North Fourth street day for her new home at Brownsville,
of Chicago. was the guest of honor
tv he is likely to be thinking of his
after their business session. It was Tenn
departure
Her
is
a
source
of
It weal an informal affair with a numacidity.
a plearant social occasion and under much rerrer to a large circle of
ber of guests prevent.
Mins ,Anna
the auspices
the entertainment friends she has made in Padurah.
Continued From Page Two.)
Webb metres] the tea at an artistic-1111Y
committee of the -lodge.
The only 'Play to reach heaven It
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas P. Smith, of
arranged table__-0-Ohioago, were the guests this week that measure. In the first place, It .by attempting to
realize
heaven
Cotillion Club. .
of Mr and Mrs. Saunders A. Fowler paid more attention to the develop- ,now
" Standard Club Euchre.
The Cotillion club will hold it bust- at "Edgewood." Mn, Smith was for- meet of ocean
greyhounds than to
The members of the Standard (nub ncos meeting
Sunday afternoon at 2 merly of Louisville and a boyhotod the promotion of trade. It was deenjoyed a pleasant euchre on TaP14- o'clock at The Sun office to consider
friend of 'Messrs. L. M and C. F. signed to bstilld up lines of fast
mail'
day evening at their club rooms on several applications, and all members
Rieke, of Paducah, when they !teed steamers on the Atlantic In compeFleoedway. The ladies' prize. a hand- are urged to attend.
in Louisville. Mrs. Smith Is very at- tition
with the racers of Germany,'
vase, was won by Mrs. Jacob
-a.- tractive soc.14•---Eng:and and France.
r<tt en
The gentlemen'. prise.
Quail Supper.
The decision of Miss Virginia NewThe gentlemen named a'RO (111j,
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew C. Clark en- ell to remain In Paducah
gives great ed tit the Hanna . bill In 1902,
M
tertained a limited number of their pleasure to
her many friends and the
mow it contained a clause legalii
friends most delightfully last evenmusic lovers thesoghout tal• clO•
ing the merger of the severe: steaming with a quail Puppor at their home
Miss Newell's talent Is of the highest
on West Monroe street.
ship lines managed by Clement A.
vrder, and her work in the matinee
--111—
Griscom of Philadelptita. This was
Musical club and in the Crescendo
About People.
also considered unnecessary and inMies Edith Smith, of Hillsboro, 0. •Itib has dor much for the musical expedient and the western Republi'm the attractive visitor of her sheer. uplift of the city. She will be at cans were almost
enanimous agattst
home at -The Inn," on North Seeenth
Mrs. David Cady Wright.
the provision because it looked likt
Oreet, after this week.
Mrs. William Owen Bailey, of
the indorsement of a trust. That alLouisville, arrived today from Hickso
has been omitted.
DeWitt's
Kidney and Bladder. Pills
man and will visit the Misses Rieke,
let
on
both
kidneys
and
liver,
and
on Kentucky avenue.
Great Scientific Discoveries.
as a result afford the .quIVtest relief
Mrs. W. B. Pace, of Louisville. Is
from excess of uric acid. Sold by
The two greatest
discoveries of
tile guest of Mrs, Mary Burnett and
Lang Bros.
the most fruitful century in the hisMr. and Mrs. )4useoe Burnett, of West
tory of science are admitted to be
Broadway.
The wise man always makes sure anaesthesia, and what may conveniMrs. Berne Fowler Campbell rethat the light he is following is a ently be called the Listerian doctrine,
turned home on Wednesday from
not a will-o'-the- Both these discoveries have been of
Terre Haute, Ind., where she visited guiding star and
incalculable benefit to mankind. yet
Mrs. James H. Black, formerly Mk! wisp.
Is *hived here. Don't forget to see
both secured acceptance only after
Lena McKnight. of Paducah.
our handsome line of Jewelry, emCaptain and Mrs. Palmer Wheat Caacasweet is a narintess compound the fiercest opposition on the part of
bracing nil sorts of appropriate
and men of Manila, P. I., were the of vegetable extracts that is wonder- the
medical
profession.— British
Presents. Remember that we are
guests several days this week of Mr. ful In its benefictil effects on the atom Medical Journal.
not on Broadway, eonaequently otir
In ache Of babies and children. Recom.
prices are not so high and our goods and Mrs. William T. Anderson
Mended and sold by Lang Bros.
Arradla.
are of the same quality as thoqe
Unless the heart grows faster than
Mrs. Vernon Blythe left yestercarried by tbe high-priced Jewelers.
Rabbit trust hal been formed in the pocket-book, the life sinks unday afternoon for Nashville
where
It will be to your interest to come
der,its weight. ,
she
anti see us. Next dfor to Sun office. Rheawill be the guest of Miss Anna eastern Kentucky.
for a week.
Mies Blanche Hills and Mho Belle Good for everything a salve Is use.
Life's most valuable lessons are el _zatnrned thin week. 'from VII'. for. DeliV4tt's Witch Hegel Salva
warrnieTailbuiLie_the bardelltu
113 nsitask
VETT
Sold by Lang Bros.
learn.

Clocks

EINIrellers

50c Each

abo‘e amount is dep 'sited sub thr State Treasure.
•nity, solely for the protection of k'ONEMON
WEALTH yolk) •
It can be used for no other purpose and 4 a guarantee
about wtti
'here can be no question. Moreover, the COMMONWEALTH
is tie
uly company issuing indnetrial Policies that are payable PROMPTLY
ind IN FULL—no matter when death occurs. Any
other company
sould pay only one-quarter or one-half if the insured (Bed withiu
oNlill YEAR from date of policy. Sae what Mrs. Keelin gained by
;-er 'confidence In the company that gives a "square deal tifr--every
;•olicy-bolder:'

only

Sale Begins Monday, November 26.

D. E. WILSON, at Harbour's Department Store

or

I

1906

CHRISTMAS 1906

Our Friends and Patrons Invited

J. L. Wolff

i

Jewe ler

SHIP SUBSIDY IS
ON THE PROGRAM

Loulaville, Ky., Nov 21, 1941.5.
COMMONWEALTH LIFE INNIVRANClE CO., City.
Gentlemen . Please accept my sincere thanks for your prompt
payment to me today of $2410.130. the amount of the claim 1 bad
against you under Policy No. 4a43, twitted on the life of my husband,
FIchard Kaelin, who died suddenly Sunday, Nov.
I am certainly proud to feel that I did not listen to the misrepresentations of other agents who were teLliog me to cancel this policy. ••
as I would not 'receive the money. were my husband tO die, and I had
wised paying on the policy when, two weeks anio, your representative
tonvinced we that the statements made by your coMpetItors sere
talk*: otherwise they would have been the means of my !Wag this
1200.00. which I today received.
For the prompt. fair and courteous treatment 1 would recommend those desirous of taking insurance to investigate the policies
and methods of the OOMMONWEALTH LIM INSURANCE COMPANY. Respectfully yours,
(Signe6:1
J•ENNIE KAELINYEeneficiary,
900 E Madison.
Write A postal card to Ike Goldsmith, Superintendent of Indus.
, trial Department, Eagle Building, ?Meth and Brotedwa)'. Paducah, Ky.,
and an agent will he glad to call and esplain fully the many exclueive
feature,' of COMMONWEALTH Insurance. Von do not obligate yourself In any say by talking it over.
Ordinary 11epartment
P'EltKINS & TIIINUSLE
thwcrni Agent.. l'aducah Insoact.
Paducah le-poeitory, Citizen.' SA% Ingo Rank

Commonwealth
Life Ms. CO.

308 W.
Chestnut,
Louisville, Ky.

J. D. POWF:104, Pres.: JI"IXIE M.tTT O'DOHEItTY, Filet Vic.,
Pres.; DARWIN W. JOHNSON, sec. and Treats.; DR. J. W. GUE141'.
Medical Director; GREGORY & Nt'HENIR,1", Gesel. tbuneel; J. NI.
QUINN. Manager of Agencies.

or

Suits

Suits

This is What You
Have Been
Waiting For

Our
Holiday
Slippers

Monday
Nov 26

We place on sale all
our Tailored Suits at
special prices. Don't
wait; come at once.

Christmas

For men, women and children will not be a bad
bad thing to remember for your Xmas shopping.
We have the greatest line ever brought to taducah
in all grades, and we will be pleased to have you
call and take a look at them.

Rudy,Phillips& Co.

Parrish te Piirrish

upyinnw-vorr

-awrie-wrin.

Suits-

—Suits

3zIIIFIROAIWYAv

PADUCAH NY

